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Festival season hatches
SIX-year-old Ozzie admires ‘Eggs’ by potter Jack Latti one of
the many artists invited to the Warrandyte Pottery Expo, which
kicks of a big month of festivals around Warrandyte.
PHOTO: BILL HUDSON-MCAULEY

See inside for reports on the Pottery Expo and Run Warrandyte
and of course your full guide to the Warrandyte Film Feast,
Rotary Art Show and the Warrandyte Festival.
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Local legal practitioner since 1989
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NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published on Tuesday, April 11, 2017. Advertising and
editorial copy closes Friday, March 31, 2017.

OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. Although it has
developed over the years, it has retained its strong community character, being produced
mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The
Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the
place it serves. Its monthly circulation is 3500 copies and it is available in Warrandyte, North
Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood,
Kangaroo Ground and Research.

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River, some 27km from
Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people,
in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon
established its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley.
Around 1900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb
of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte
has been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.
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Happy
Autumn!
232 Yarra St

Warrandyte
0411 528 142
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Wed-Sun: 11am-5.30pm

FIVE MINUTES OF FAME
IARY reporter Tracy Dickson
talks to ten year-old Dennis
Cheesely from Warrandyte Primary School at the start of the
Festival Parade.
Hi Dennis, how are you today?
Good.
Are you a bit of a menace?
Why would I be a menace?
No reason I just thought, well, Dennis is
a bit of an unusual name these days…
It’s a bit of a funny story that. Well
probably not funny, more interesting I
suppose. Though now I think of it it’s
not that interesting either but since I’ve
gone this far I was named Dennis after
the railway station between Fairfield and
Westgarth.
Quite interesting.
I trust you’re not being patronising.
What grade are you in at school?
Grade 5.
And what are your best subjects?
Seance, Meths and Japaknees.
And your worst?
Spilling.
Tell me about Japanese.
On Wednesday we did calligraphy, on
Thursday we wrote to our pen-pals in
Japan and yesterday we tried to make
salmon sushi.
And how did it turn out?
Salmonella sushi.
Do either of your parents speak a foreign language?
Dad has enough trouble with English but
Mum speaks fluid French.
You mean fluent?
Not really, the only thing she can say is
Sauvignon-Blanc.
And are you looking forward to the
parade?
I’ve been up since four o’clock this
morning.
Because you were so excited about the
parade?
Because of the salmonella sushi. Mum
had to strip the bed.

Anyway it’s good to see so many kids
have turned up for the Warrandyte
Primary float.
There would have been more if it hadn’t
been for the sushi.
Even so I see you’ve won the most Warrandytyish award?
Yes. We turned up late.
Is that why you’re near the back?
Yes, we were supposed to be further up
but now we’re behind these guys in skirts
playing the vacuum cleaners.

Bagpipes. It’s a Highland Pipe Band.
Are the Highlands near Warrandyte?
No they’re a long way away.
That’d be better. Still it’s not as bad as
last year.
Where were you last year?
Behind the pony club.
So the theme of the Festival this year is
1977 and I can see lots of people with
afros and flares and platform shoes but
you seem to be dressed as some sort of
smelly animal?
Mum said in 1977 Dad was a skunk.
I think she meant spunk.
Maybe. She was the receptionist at the
vet at the time and he came in to have

By ALAN CORNELL
his scent glands emptied.
And what will you do when you get
to Stiggants Reserve at the end of the
parade?
Well first we have to go on the stage with
Mr O’Mara and sing the same two songs
we always sing.
I expect that’s because everyone loves
those songs.
I expect that’s because Mr O’Mara only
knows two songs.
And will you be playing the spoons I see
poking from your top pocket, Dennis?
Yes. I wanted to play the knives but Mr
O’Mara said they were sharp.
And what about your friend beside you?
Nishigori? He’s an exchange student. He
plays the chopsticks.
And what are you looking forward to
in the Festival?
I really like the waterslide. Last year
I went down about fifty times till my
bathers were jammed on so tight Akela
had to cut them off with his Army knife.
Scouts have to be prepared for anything
don’t they!
They weren’t prepared for Sally Patterson’s wardrobe malfunction. Akela nearly
swallowed his woggle.
Are you going in the duck race?
Not after last year. Dad spent all year
training a Mallard to swim down the
course then painted him yellow before
the race.
Did it win?
Yes, but the paint came off on the way
and everybody thought it was just a
passing duck. So this year we’re going to
win the Billy Cart derby instead.
How can you be so sure?
Dad took the motor out of the washing
machine and put it in the billy cart.
And how does it go?
It’s pretty good at first but every time it
gets to Spin I fall out.
Well I think the parade’s about to start
– I can hear the bagpipes starting up.
I think that’s the salmonella sushi.
Have a great Festival, Dennis!
I have to go.
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North East Link on the move
Route to be decided
within a year
By DAVID HOGG

MOVES to bridge the “Missing Link”,
as reported in last month’s issue, are
rapidly gaining momentum.
The Andrews Labor Government
has appointed an expert CEO for
the new specialist North East Link
Authority (NELA).
Mr Duncan Elliott, a qualified engineer with decades of experience
— who at time of appointment was
General Manager of Membership and
Rewards at the RACV — will head up
the new NELA.
Mr Elliott will lead an expert team
of engineers, designers and specialists through all stages of the project
with construction predicted to begin
in 2019.
The NELA has a $35 million budget
to develop the North East Link business case, consultation and route
selection, which will be complete
by the end of this year.
Construction of the road is expected to cost up to $10 billion.
The project will take trucks off
local streets and reduce congestion
in Melbourne’s northern and eastern
suburbs.
It will provide an essential northsouth connection, catering for
Melbourne’s future growth, while
linking the eastern suburbs to the
northern and western suburbs and
the airport.
Community Concern
The Diary has come under fire from
residents who would be affected by
the proposed fourth route, as covered in February’s “Missing Link”
article.
“By making an assumption and
naming the roads on this totally
unfeasible, improbable route you
could potentially jeopardise the
sale of any properties along these
roads and have effectively reduced

their value by possibly hundreds of
thousands of dollars until the route
is finally decided upon, which may
not be for a number of years,” wrote
a resident who does not wish to be
named.
“Some of my neighbours are very
concerned and upset by your statement as they may want to sell their
properties in the next year or so and
are worried about the implications
of your article,” she said.
VTA refuse to release route maps
Since the February issue went to
press the Diary spoke with the CEO
of the Victorian Transport Association (VTA), Mr Peter Anderson,
to get either an official stance or,
if possible, an official map of their
proposed M80 extension.
“This is not some vague indication
of where the road should go,” said
Mr Anderson.
He said that they had researched
the route comprehensively and produced very detailed maps of where
the new road would go.
“These maps are the intellectual
property of the VTA and will not be
made available to the public at this
stage,” he said.
Mr Anderson said they will be
make a detailed presentation to the
NELA once the project is set up.
“Our route has been carefully
considered to eliminate the need
for tunnels which are a problem for
dangerous goods vehicles, whilst
minimising steep gradients, cost
and the number of properties that
would need to be acquired,” Mr
Anderson said.
The VTA’s original statement in
January did indicate that the controversial alternative route is an “outthere” option, but it does reduce the
need for tunnelling, which seems to
be a priority for the VTA.

fire and faster access to the city and
airport could potentially increase
property values.
The Warrandyte Community Association (WCA) is looking at developing a co-ordinated community
policy and action plan for the North
East Link.
They would appreciate any views
on this project which can be directed to Ms Carli Lange (see contact
details below).
Ms Lange told The Diary: “We will
be looking at all the proposed routes
and considering the requirements
for both the environment and the
traffic”.
She added that the WCA was keen
to make sure that the benefits of the
road would outweigh the negatives.
Local state member for Warrandyte and shadow minister for roads
and infrastructure Ryan Smith is
adopting a wait and see attitude to
the project.

“At this stage it is hard to see the
creation of yet another layer of
bureaucracy as much more than
window dressing,” he said.
He explained that while the project
is desperately needed, a number of
road projects that were touted as
“shovel-ready” over two years ago
by the government have yet to begin.
“Motorists have a right to feel
cynical about the delivery of a major
road project from a government who
— expensively — scrapped the last
one,” said Mr Smith.
However, when questioned about a
commitment to the NELA under any
future Liberal government, Mr Smith
had no comment.
Feedback to the
WCA’s proposed
project
lange.carli3@gmail.com

Con men swipe
cash in sleightof-hand robbery
By SANDI MILLER

SWINDLERS have “bamboozled” staff
at Quinton’s IGA and walked away
with over $200 from the till.
Police are on the hunt for two men
believed to be traveling the state
conning unsuspecting shop staff in
an elaborate scam set to confuse
staff into handing over cash.
CCTV vision of the pair has been
released of the two men, who were
reported to have been driving a
gold-coloured Ford Territory.
Police Sergeant Stewart Henderson, of Warrandyte Police, said the
community should be aware these
scammers are out there.
“Always be mindful of your surroundings,” he said.
Please contact Warrandyte police or Crime Stoppers with any
information on the whereabouts of
these men.

Local action
Other residents have suggested
that a ring road through or near
North Warrandyte might improve
the evacuation times in case of bush-

Official bridge illustrations
THE Diar y has obtained from
VicRoads an official artists impression of the new Warrandyte Bridge
design.
To view all four drawings in detail
please visit The Diary website.
Illustrator: PETER EDGELEY

Correction
IN the Devil is in the detail feature in
last month’s Diary, we reported that
southbound delays would drop by
5% on Research-Warrandyte Road
and by 2% on Kangaroo Ground-Warrandyte Road.
It has been brought to our attention that this information is
incorrect.
Additional data indicates that the
delays on Research-Warrandyte

Northbound Kangaroo
Ground-Warrandyte Rd: Approach
Intersection

Road will be reduced to 2% of current levels and to 5% on Kangaroo
Ground-Warrandyte Road.
The data indicates average delays
for Kangaroo Ground-Warrandyte
Road and Research-Warrandyte
Road in the morning peak, under
existing conditions, are 887 and 594
seconds respectively.
This compares with 19 and 31
seconds predicted after the upgrade.

Average delay (sec)
current layout

Average delay (sec)
proposed layout

532

22

884

19

“We are the accountants who care”
Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd

Jacqueline Bell
Dental Prosthetist

Certified Practising Accountants
PO Box 143, Warrandyte, 3113

• Natural looking dentures • Laminated mouthguards
• Relines and repairs
• On the spot health claims

to receive your free consultation
Call

9844 4321

www.keepsmiling.com.au
11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

Like us

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber
BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

T: 9844 2409 or 0412 011 946
E: bspurrell@ptasaccountants.com.au

We specialise in helping clients
achieve their financial goals by offering
personalised service. Contact us for a
business plan health check.
Super advice will be provided by Personalised Taxation
and Accounting Services as an authorised representative
of SMSF Advisers Network Pty Ltd, AFSL No. 430062
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Telstra support fails Warrandyte P
by DAVID HOGG

• Crisis with phone infrastructure
affects Warrandyte businesses
and homes
• Lines in a plastic bag
• Pit covers broken
• Telstra support a nightmare
• Business without phones for
over a week
ON the weekend of February 11,
Troy Hagan Managing Director of
Intermax, a company operating out
of Husseys Lane, noticed a Telstra
contractor re-terminating the cables
running down that street.
On the Monday morning, he found
that the work appeared to be only
partially completed and the connections were now wrapped up in
a plastic bag and secured by tape.
Arriving at work, Mr Hogan discovered that the first of his incoming
phone lines was dead.
Callers to the business received
a ring tone, but the line was not
connected.
As this was the first line of a rotary
group and was not “busy”, the incoming calls did not rotate onto the
other lines — meaning effectively
the company was unable to receive
any calls.
This was, of course, immediately
reported to Telstra Business Faults
and a reference number provided
by them.
Mr Hogan has provided the Diary
with a copy of a long log detailing
many calls they made over the
course of that week trying to get the
issue resolved.
“This is so frustrating,” he said,
“we pay Telstra tens of thousands
of dollars a year.”
He explained that they even persuaded him to enter into an extra
contract whereby Telstra would

support their NEC PABX system.
“This seems to have backfired because Telstra are now blaming the
fault on our NEC system, whereas it
is blindingly obvious to us that the
fault has occurred because of shoddy line work in the street,” he said.
The final straw for Mr Hogan was
when he received a call from Telstra’s Dandenong Business Centre
who said they had tested the line.
“They confirmed that there was a
fault in that the phone line was no
longer attached to the PABX but they
could not send out a technician to
repair same until we had completed
a consent form to agree to pay if no
fault was found — and we needed
to provide credit card details in
advance,” he said.
By the end of the week Telstra
had finally put a diversion on the
number to a mobile phone — so at
least the company could receive
a single incoming call at a time —
even though no-one had appeared
to rectify the fault.
The following week a technician
did finally arrive and said he had
been asked to call after enquiries
by the Warrandyte Diary.
He discovered that the connection
was in fact broken inside the plastic

“Know your Warrandyte”
by Snapper

Warrandyte enjoys interesting
places, quirky art and a beautiful
environment.
Each month we will highlight
one of the places that makes Warrandyte special — and your job is
to find it.

Find the answer at
www.warrandytediary.com.au —
and in the next edition.

Can you find where this is?

bag, so he re-made the connection
and installed a proper junction box.
Lack of support
Although the Warrandyte telephone exchange is well equipped
and up-to-date it is now very clear
that the infrastructure of cables in
the street is showing its age and
is being very poorly maintained,
if at all.
For instance, the Diary has spoken to the postman covering Research-Warrandyte Road who has an
ongoing battle trying to get Telstra
to fix a broken pit cover opposite
Bradleys Lane, which presents a
safety hazard for his motorbike and
for pedestrians.
The issue is compounded because
the support system for faults is simply not working.
Many readers tell us of their
frustration of trying to get through
to Telstra’s call centre in the Philippines to log a fault — and when
this is finally achieved often nothing
happens.
No-one from Telstra phones back
and no-one comes to correct the
fault, and so the whole process has
to be started again.

Blessed
be the
animals
By SANDI MILLER

Like us on
Facebook

Special occasion coming up?
Function packages from $19 per head

ST Stephen’s Anglican Church is running a special Thanking God for Animals
service on Sunday March 19 at 10am.
The church will be opening their
doors to all creatures great and small
for a blessing of the animals, followed
by a host of fun family activities including pet competitions, a magic show and
pet health checks.
There will be entertainment from local choir, Enchoir, as well as the debut
performance of the Warrandyte’s new
children’s choir Popster.
Money raised on the day will go to
support the Asylum Seeker Centre and
Enchoir.

rting!
a
t
S ant
pl
two birds
and a barrow

GARDENING

specialising in natural Australian gardens

104 Melbourne Hill Rd Warrandyte 9844 0325
Mention this Ad when booking a function and receive a
complimentary bottle of Coldstream Hills Sparkling.

0488 994 669

2birdsandabarrow@gmail.com

Customers who have left Telstra and gone to another service
provider for their landline phone
or internet are at an even greater
disadvantage, because it is Telstra
alone who maintain the infrastructure, so the support case has to be
forwarded on to them by the other
company.
In the April 2014 Diary, after many
complaints of this type, we advised
that Telstra had set up a dedicated
team to answer questions regarding
issues in the Warrandyte area.
To test how this arrangement was
working we called the number.
The person who answered told
us that all the contact details had
changed, and that someone would
get back to us with the correct
details.
This has not happened.
So the Diary tried the email address previously given for this local
support, related the ongoing saga at
Intermax, and asked what dedicated
local support is available for Warrandyte residents and business (the
following day, the technician turned
up at Intermax).
James Kelly, State Media Manager
Victoria & Tasmania at Telstra Cor-

porate Affairs advised the 1800 number and email address previously
given to locals was to address a set
of very specific problems relating to
localised network issues and ADSL
availability performance some customers may have been experiencing.
“Since that time Telstra has
worked to the issues and concerns
raised and there are about 581
ADSL2+ ports at the local exchange
available for customers to connect
to,” he said.
Mr Kelly suggested locals can
get in touch with Telstra in several
ways, including online through telstra.com, Telstra’s Facebook page
and on Twitter via the @Telstra handle, or by calling the Telstra contact
centre on 132 200.
The closest retail stores are at
The Pines in Donvale, or Eastland
in Ringwood.
For issues relating to fixed lines
services in normal operating circumstances, Telstra has in place
customer service guarantees for
restoration of service; there are
various categories and conditions
that apply to this but in most cases
the response commitments are
measured in days rather than hours.
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Pottery a smash at expo
By SANDI MILLER

THE 17th Pottery Expo was held on
the banks of the Yarra on the last
weekend of February as around 70
potters from across Victoria and
New South Wales came to town to
show their wares to an enthusiastic
Warrandyte community.
Local potters mixed with artists
from across the state with a diverse
array of pottery on sale.
Organisers were delighted with
the response from the public who
came in droves to enjoy some riverside retail therapy on the stunning
February weekend.

“The event is really
world class”
“It is bigger than ever,” said event
coordinator Jane Annois.
Jack Latti, a potter from Research,
who has been coming to the expo
for four years says the setting is
getting better each year and he
loves that he has customers who
seek him out at the expo each year.
“Half of my stuff is sold to people
I have sold to before,” Mr Latti said.
Featured artist from Coffs Harbour, John Tuckwell was delighted
with the event and very impressed
with the support the expo received
from the local community.
“The event is really world class,
it was an honour to be invited to
participate,” he said.
Next year’s festival will include
international potters from France.

Photos by BILL HUDSON-MCAULEY
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More angst at Nillumbik
Landowners win as C81 planning amendment dumped
By DAVID HOGG

IN a further snub to the Nillumbik
planning department and the previous council, Richard Wynne MP
Minister for Planning has stated he
will refuse to approve Amendment
C81.
In a letter to the mayor, Councillor Peter Clarke, he found that the
spatial application and content of
the schedules are an inadequate
application of the
Victorian planning
provisions with
respect to the purpose, geographic
application and form
and content.
“Overall I am not
satisfied that the amendment
would result in a good planning
outcome because the amendment
includes duplications, contradictions and inconsistencies with a
number of existing provisions within the Nillumbik Planning Scheme,”
he said in the letter.
This is another major win for
Nillumbik landowners who have
already achieved abandonment of
the proposed C101 Environmental

Significance Overlay in late 2016.
In February, the Friends of Nillumbik group issued a bulletin lambasting the new council, describing the councillors’ appointment
of a senior lawyer to investigate
the C101 saga as a “witch-hunt”,
accusing the council of allowing
the previous CEO Stuart Burdack’s
contract to expire without re-appointment and suggesting that the new
Acting CEO Mark
Stoermer should not
have been appointed to the position as
he is a past associate of the mayor.
Meanwhile Christopher Wren
QC’s findings from his investigation into the abandonment of C101
have been received by the council.
Council held a special meeting on
February 21 to receive the report,
which was attended by around 70
interested observers
Mr Clarke told the meeting it had
been decided to only release the
Executive Summary to the public,
as the full report had been des-

“It’s clear that the
organisation needs
to rebuild trust with
the community”

ignated as confidential by Acting
CEO Mark Stoermer due to its sensitive and legal nature.
Mr Clarke devoted some time
to rebut the allegations made
by Friends of Nillumbik, some of
which he described as “blatantly
false” and called for these allegations to be withdrawn.
The major findings and recommendations of the report are:
• Council’s instruments of delegation, particularly relating to
delegations of responsibilities
under the Planning and Environment Act be reviewed.
• The “public” consultation that
occurred in respect of Amendment C101 prior to its formal
exhibition was conducted largely “in-house” and in consultation with only a small number
of stakeholders.
• Council’s communications
strategy should by reviewed as
part of the overall governance
within the Shire to try and address the level of distrust that

Friday 24th and Saturday
25th March
AFRICAN dinner
banquet

is evident from the submissions
received by the investigation.
• The Acting CEO needs to address complaints concerning
the actions and culture within
certain Council departments
particularly regarding the
rights of employees and responsibilities of employers.
• The practice of staff not providing copies of legal advice to
councillors suggests a breakdown in good governance and
requires review by the new
Council and Acting CEO given
that it may not reflect the requirements of the Local Government Act.
• The Acting CEO should review
council’s native vegetation
offset program in the context
of transparency and accountability.
Mr Clarke said: “It’s clear that the
organisation needs to rebuild trust
with the community and I am confident that this can be done through
improved processes, policies and a

Warrandyte
High School

willingness to improve community
engagement”.
He advised that the Acting CEO
has made a commitment to examine these issues immediately, that
council will support Mr Stoermer’s
resolution of the issue and has
requested he act swiftly to remedy
the circumstances which caused
the need for the review.
It would appear that at Nillumbik
the battle lines are now drawn
between some of the staff together
with various green-oriented groups
(as represented by Friends of Nillumbik) on the one side, and the
rural landowners (as represented
by Nillumbik Proactive Landowners) together with a majority of the
new councillors on the other.
Given that, it seems the Acting
CEO has his work cut out to bring
peace and agreement to the shire.
For more detailed
information on
this story:
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/
News/C101-investigation-completed

+613 9844 2749
Fax: +61 3 9844 1813
whs@warrandytehigh.vic.edu.au
www.warrandytehigh.vic.edu.au
cnr. Warrandyte & Alexander Roads,
Warrandyte 3113

Open Night

Thursday 23rd March
4-6pm and 6.45-8pm School Tours
6.15 Information Session
Further information:

9844 2749

whs@warrandytehigh.vic.edu.au

$45pp includes a glass of wine
From 7pm
Bookings 98445081

You will
have the
opportunity to
view and discuss
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent Academic results
Student Leadership Opportunities
Sister School in China Exchange Program
Wide range of VCE acceleration opportunities
Extensive Sporting Program
Dynamic Musical Productions
Broad VET offerings
Maker Space
www.warrandytehigh.vic.edu.au
Warrandyte High School has a designated bus parking zone inside the school grounds with
school bus services running from North Croydon, Warranwood, Park Orchards, Wonga Park,
Research, Kangaroo Ground and Eltham. This is in addition to the regular National Bus service
which stops just outside the school.
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Warrandyte High Open for inspection Konnichiwa
Warrandyte
incredible study tour, complete
with stops in Venice, Rome and
Florence?
“Did I mention our extensive
sporting and music program and
our broad VET offerings or the
fact that for the last two years,
our science students have finished in the top three in a national Science competition?” he said.
The school will be open from
4pm with the information session
starting at 6:15pm.
Tours of the school will also be
available between 6:45pm and
8pm for families who are unable
to attend in the afternoon.
For full details
visit WHS website

www.warrandytehigh.vic.edu.au/

Literacy program takes off at ACPS
“The Program is research based
and extensively trialled to ensure
effectiveness in improving children’s reading, while providing a
strong oral and visual decoding and
language processing component at
sound, letter and word level,” she
said.

Rosette Orchard, an experienced
Reading Recovery teacher, will be
leading the program.
“Research completed over the last
ten years has shown consistently
that students make remarkable gains
following MiniLit instruction,” Ms
Orchard said.

New oval on track
By TRACEY MAILE

AFTER two years of fundraising
and a big injection of funds from
Bendigo Bank, the ground-breaking
ceremony for Warrandyte Primary
School’s new all-weather oval and
running track took place on Sunday
January 26.
The oval was originally cleared
— amid great controversy — back
in 1990 when an area rich in pine
trees was cleared to make way for
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We here at Quinton's are proud to offer a wide range
of foods and products for the health conscious
consumer.
Our identity and ethos is to offer something different.
A large part of that is our many supplier direct
products.
We are proud to introduce

"Happy Way"
protein powders which augment our forever growing
range of

Vegan, Vegetarian, Biodynamic
and

Australian Made and Owned
products and brands...
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the current grassed oval.
The old oval has seen better days
and is in much need of an upgrade.
Teachers are delighted that students tracking mud into the classrooms after recess and lunchtime
during the winter months will soon
be a thing of the past.
The oval is scheduled for completion later this year and PE teacher
Sally Freemantle already has big
plans for the new sports area.

ON
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IT has been a sensational start to the
year at Anderson’s Creek Primary
School with students eager to start
their next year of schooling.
Anderson’s Creek Primary School
prides itself on developing students
that are full of optimism, respect,
responsibility and honesty.
We also look constantly at improving academic strength by providing
an education with as many opportunities for kids to be the best they
can be.
There are many reasons for needing extra help in literacy and reading and Anderson’s Creek Primary
School say they are keen to identify
and help with each one.
Principal Sue Dios said she is
proud to announce their new program called MultiLit, and its grade
one equivalent MiniLit.

eligible to go; they will visit Tokyo,
Hiroshima, Miyajima, Kyoto, and the
Mount Fuji area in a 12-day trip.
The School’s Japanese language
teacher, Tracey ‘Sensei’ Maile said
the opportunity to visit their sister
school was very exciting.
“This is a really big thing for such
a small school to be able to offer;
the last trip was in 2014 and we’re
aiming for one every two to three
years,” said Ms Maile.

P

By TAMARA BROWN

THERE was great excitement at Warrandyte Primary School last week
with the arrival of 291 letters and
gifts from students at their sister
school in Hiroshima, Japan.
These letters were sent in response
to letters from Warrandyte Primary
students which were posted last
December.
All letters are written in English on
one side and Japanese on the other,
giving students in both countries the
opportunity to communicate with
real people in both languages.
Students write about themselves
and their families; the personality of
each student tends to come through
in the hobbies and sports they
include in their letters, along with
their likes and dislikes.
The reading of the letters generates plenty of genuine interest and
curiosity from students, with the
respective teachers fielding dozens
of questions the letters provoke.
Warrandyte Primary students,
Grace and Ethan (pictured) will
have the opportunity to meet their
pen pals in Japan in September this
year, as they will be visiting the sister school as part of the Warrandyte
Primary School Japan Tour.
Students in Grades five and six are

quintonsiga.com.au

SH
O

WARRANDYTE High School will
be holding an Open Night on
Thursday March 23 and they
promise excitement, information
and all sorts of delights to be
found.
Teachers and current students
will be available to answer questions about subject choices and
opportunities.
Visitors will also be able to view
and discuss the many components
that constitute the fabric of Warrandyte High School, which will
include: the school’s excellent
VCE results, student leadership
opportunities, the wide range of
VCE acceleration opportunities,
the massive musical productions,
and art program.
Assistant Principal Joseph Caruana is excited to show off all Warrandyte High School has to offer.
“Did I mention this year students will be going to Italy on an
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Fair go, mate
By SANDI MILLER

AROUND 100 people gathered on a
February evening at the Manningham Civic centre overlooking the
traditional Wurundjeri lands of the
Birrarung valley.
Following an acknowledgement of
country from the organisers and a
welcome to country from Uncle Bill
Nicholson, an Elder of the Wurundjeri people, the gathering was taken
on a journey tracing 40,000 years of
Australian history.
There were tales of the harmony
between man and nature enabled
by the Aboriginal stewardship of the
lands which existed for millennia.
Although there were hundreds
of clans throughout the land, sovereignty was never contested and
territorial wars were unheard-of
— until the white man came with
their technology and their European
mindset of what living on the land
meant.
European guns and diseases reshaped the land and impacted the
Aboriginal people in ways they could
not have imagined.
The speakers spoke of the shameful policies of ter ra nullius and
“Australia for the White Man” with
Indigenous people treated like cattle by the colonists who came and
moved them off their land, took their
children away and made special laws
for a people who could not vote,
were forbidden to speak their own
language and could not buy a drink
in a hotel.
Shameful policies which continue
to this day with the intervention in
the Northern Territory.
Ann Barton, Granddaughter of
Australia’s first Prime Minister,
Edmund Barton, told the forum the
legacy of these policies remains in
the Australian Constitution, a document “written by white men for the
benefit of white men”.
“We have this fundamental law
which places us back in the 19th

century,” she said.
The speakers called for an overhaul of the Constitution to remove
the race-based provisions which to
this day contain provisions to make
special laws about any race or to
prevent any race from voting.
Jim Poulter, convener of the forum
and Aboriginal historian turned this
policy around.
“I am from Celtic stock, Section 25
of the constitution means I may be
prevented from voting because my
second toe is longer than my first,”
he said.
Even the historic Mabo decision
has not completely removed terra
nullius from the Australian constitution.
“Mabo killed terra nullius, but its
corpse is still stinking the place
up and it needs to be buried,” Mr
Poulter said.
Karen Milward, Yorta Yorta woman, explained how the 1967 Referendum, which removed Section
127 from the Constitution allowed
Indigenous people to be counted in
the census, but the states still retain
their power over Aboriginal affairs.
She says the Constitution still does
not give true equality under the
law, this would only be gained by a
statement of recognition.
The aim of the night was to open
a dialogue on adding a statement of
principal to the Constitution which
enshrines a social contract in which
the Australian concept of a fair go,
regardless of origin, can be at the
heart of our foundation document.
“Our Constitution should accurately reflect who we are as a people and
recognise the unique position in our
history that is occupied by our first
Australians,” Ms Milward said.
“We need to understand this history of nationhood, the experience
of colonisation and as a nation seek
to address this through an act of
constitutional reform, this would
make it possible to move onto our

shared future as citizens of one united Australia in which our futures are
inescapably intertwined and we are,
at a fundamental level, one peoples,”
she said.
To that end, Reconciliation Manningham has started a citizen’s petition to be sent to federal parliament
calling for a statement of equality
which enshrines Australia’s values
of mateship and a fair go at its core.
The petition calls for a referendum
asking the following questions:
1. Should the Australian Constitution be amended to state, and all
its provisions be consistent with
the principle, that Australia is a
plural democratic society in which
all citizens are equal and remain
equal subject to the Rule of Law?
2. Should the Australian Constitution be amended to recognise the
prior sovereignty of Australia’s
First People and their unique and
continuing contribution to our Australian cultural heritage?
Bill Nicholson reminded the gathering that there has never been a
treaty with Aboriginal people, and
sovereignty has never been ceded
by Aboriginal people, but he said
that to include the concept of equality for all races and cultures is a “no
brainer”.
Jim Poulter told the meeting that
the path to a treaty must be proceeded by a social contract which
recognises Aboriginal sovereignty
and their continuing cultural heritage and equality for all Australians.
“Equality respects everyone’s
difference — it is not about assimilation,” he said.
www.reconciliationmanningham.org.au

New book explores history of a Victorian Institution
By JO FRENCH

IN 1984, Pam Baragwanath bought a broken down,
neglected building in Healesville to save it from demolition.
As restoration and research progressed, she discovered it was a Mechanics’ Institute Hall. This began a
30-year project of finding and researching almost 1000
Mechanics’ Institutes around Victoria, culminating in
the 2015 publication of These Walls Speak Volumes: A
History of the Mechanics’ Institutes of Victoria.
Visiting the Baragwanath home in Warranwood, in
front of me is an impressive 700-page hard-cover book,
some photos, an award and a well-worn Road Atlas that
almost opens of its own accord to reveal the circled
towns where Pam thought she would find more of the
historic halls.
“I went everywhere looking for them,” she said.
Ms Baragwanath had searched all around Victoria,
in her campervan, discovering almost 1000 institutes.
The Mechanics’ Institute was a concept that started
in the early 1800’s in Great Britain and made its ways
to our shores with settlement.
As communities grew, locals worked together designing and building their halls, often on donated private
land, as was the case in Warrandyte in 1882.
“The driving force behind building a Mechanics’
Institute Hall was the local community themselves,”
she said.
She explained how the Mechanics’ Institute inspired
her.
“The community were very aspirational about fitting-out themselves and their next generation with
the skills to survive in the rapidly changing world,
and they were all prepared to work together — this
was the beginning of technical education,” she said.

Port Douglas By The Beach 100m
2 SelfContained Units Pool spa 2
bed unit & 1 bed with spa BBQ area
car space. Kvanscoy@tpg.com.au
0409 359 240.

Uncle Bill Nicholson, Wurundjeri Elder

Phoenix arises thanks
to community support
By SANDI MILLER

The Warrandyte Mechanics’
Institute Hall has its own great story.
The community have had to work hard to maintain
it and rebuild it over the years.
It was first built in 1882, rebuilt in 1890 and the current hall was built in 1928.
“And it is still in community use, it’s exactly what
those early people wanted,” said Ms Baragwanath.
In 1986 the Warrandyte Mechanics’ Institute and
Arts Association was formed to ensure the role of
the institute continued to serve the community and
today it is used by the Warrandyte Theatre Company,
Warrandyte Youth Theatre, pottery, craft, painting and
music groups and many others.
These Walls Speak Volumes: A History of the Mechanics’ Institutes of Victoria contains short, detailed histories of almost 1000 Mechanics’ Institutes in Victoria,
including Warrandyte. Pam Baragwanath, and co-author Ken James, won the 2016 Victorian Community
History Awards for their self-published work.

DIARY MINI ADS
CHAUFFURED TRANSFERS
Arrive safely in style & comfort.
Airport transfer, parties, weddings.
City & suburb to suburb. Up to 6
passengers & luggage. Call Clive
for bookings 0412 556 801.

Ann Barton, Karen Milward, Bill Nicholson and Jim Poulter

SAFE AND SOUND PET CARE
We care for your pet when you
cannot be there. Honest, reliable
and professional care in your own
home. Call Norma 0409 137 246.
A PA R T M E N T F O R R E N T
L a rg e l i v i n g a re a , k i t c h e n ,
bathroom, one bedroom. Looking
for reliable, trustworthy tenant.
Contact Jane 0422 942 216 or
jannois@bigpond.comor

To purchase a copy email:
knjames47@gmail.com

IN May 2015, Rod Hume awoke to the
sound of his smoke detector when
fire engulfed his mud brick home in
North Warrandyte.
He and his family were lucky to
escape with their lives and watched
helplessly as an ember from their
fireplace turned their beloved home
into a pile of ashes within minutes.
Despite the best efforts of the CFA,
the Hume’s lost everything.
As they move back into their rebuilt home, the Hume family wish
to give thanks to the Warrandyte
community for rallying behind them
to get them back on their feet again.
Mr Hume said the support they
received from the community was
overwhelming.
A GoFundMe page was established
and raised thousands of dollars
within a matter of days, which
allowed the family to rebuild their
lives in the months following the fire.
“They gave away their reward
points at IGA so we could buy groceries, and we got donations from
everybody and everyone was prepared to help… part of the reason
we live here is because of the com-

munity — it’s really cool,” he said.
He said the support of everyone
from Council, his insurance company, Yarra Valley Water and, in
particular, local tradespeople was
incredible.
“Mitch Thomas, from Choice Builders, was really sympathetic to what
we were facing, as you can imagine,
after the fire there are a lot of family
issues — you’ve got no idea”
Mr Thomas rebuilt the house using
predominantly local contractors.
“I’m proud of that” said Mr Hume,
“it’s a real achievement when you
keep it in the community.”

HERITAGE BOOKS FOR SALE
These walls Speak Volumes a
history of mechanics’ institutes in
Victoria by Pam Baragwanath and
Ken James, 2016. Price includes
local delivery $85:00
Ubiquitous and Necessary Australia’s mechanics’
institutes and schools of arts. Price includes local
delivery $55:00
(Pam Baragwanath 9812 2711, Warranwood.)
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Sewerage connection:
tips from the experts
By DAVID HOGG

ABOUT 60 North Warrandyte residents attended an information night
at the Grand Hotel on February 22.
Tristan Wise from H2-Pro told
the Diary: “The idea came about
after many emails and phone calls
from residents who had lots of
questions.”
She admitted that they also were
a little confused on some matters.
“We have since asked lots of questions of Yarra Valley Water (YVW)
and feel that we are across most
things now so would like to share
this with the community,” she said.
Tony Welsh from H2-Pro gave the
presentation.
He talked about the different
types of connections, demonstrated
various valves and relief systems
and gave an explanation as to why
some systems might cost $2,000 and
others $20,000 (ouch!).
It is required that all black and grey
water goes into the new sewer, but
that stormwater does not.
If the existing plumbing is non-compliant, additional work must be done
to make compliant or an exemption
applied for.

He stressed the need to get quotations from different licensed
plumbers and to make sure when
evaluating different quotations
that one is “comparing apples with
apples”.
In particular, residents should
check whether each quotation
includes:
• C or rect decommissioning of
septic tank (drained, filled with
dirt, protruding parts levelled to
the ground)
• Work to ensure that all fixtures
discharge to YVW legal point of
discharge
• Existing non-compliant drains are
made compliant or exemption
granted
• Topsoil and grass seed to be
spread on lawn that has been
disturbed
• Pavers, concrete, driveways, gardens and paths etc. disturbed in
the works to be reinstated
• Rubbish (broken pipes, offcuts,
broken concrete) to be removed
from site
• Contingencies included or excluded, i.e. rock breaking may be

necessary when digging trenches, underground services may
be damaged
• Provision of certificate of compliance
• Updated property sewerage plan
submitted to YVW.
Some residents may require the
successful contractor to carry out
all this work, whereas others may
wish to do some of it themselves,
particularly the reinstatement, to
save on cost.
While the cost of installing electrical power to the new pump for those
on a pressure system is borne by
YVW, the cost of removing electrical
power from the old system is not.
So if the existing system has an
electrically-powered treatment
plant or pump, a licensed electrician
needs to be engaged to disconnect
the power supply and provide a Certificate of Electrical Safety and residents should also budget for this.
In conclusion, Tony reminded
everyone to note the magic date of
December 21 2017.
Residents need to connect by that
date to avoid being charged the punitive Sewer Contribution fee.

Yarra Street East streetscape Path works planned for Gold Memorial Road
works on track
By DAVID HOGG

CONSTRUCTION is expected to
commence in late March on an
82-metre mulched, off-road trail
along the northern side of Gold
Memorial Road.
The trail will provide improved
safety for both pedestrians and
horse riders on the bend.
Works include an asphalt separator kerb, a trail of a hard packed
mulch material and a retaining

By DAVID HOGG

CONSTRUCTION has commenced on
the upgrade of the streetscape along
Yarra Street, east of the roundabout.
The shopping strip on Yarra Street
East, known as the Bridge Shops is
getting a major facelift, by contractor Evergreen Civil.
The upgrade includes:
• Widening and repaving the footpath with new smoother stones
which will improve pedestrian
safety and preserve the heritage
character of the area.
• Installing a pedestrian island in the
middle of Yarra Street to provide
a safer pedestrian crossing point
from the shopping strip to the
Warrandyte River Reserve and
car park.
• Creating a small plaza park area,
including open stone paving and
landscaping on the Council owned
land at 268 Yarra Street at the front
of the shopping strip, where the
post box currently sits.
• Creating a private driveway access
up the east side of Folkart.

wall and post and wire fence at the
trail edge, which will create as little
disturbance as possible to adjacent
Andersons Creek.
Andersons Creek Catchment Area
Landcare Group, who lost a VCAT
appeal against the planning permit,
are opposed to these works.
Their spokeswoman Robyn Gillespie said: “these works will cut
through remnant vegetation and
a wildflower area of high quality”.

She claims the work is far too
close to the creek.
“The incidence of horse riding
along this road has declined recently and the works are not now
necessary,” said Ms Gillespie.
The Diary believes the works
were initiated many years ago by
local horse riding groups.
We contacted Wyena Pony Club,
but they declined to comment.

The upgrade is one of the final steps
in the implementation of the Yarra
Street Warrandyte Urban Design
Framework 2005 and aims to enhance
the road presentation of the shopping
centre and improve pedestrian safety.
Yarra Street East trader representative Julie McKechnie from Carrington
Crafts told the Diary: “The traders
generally welcome this upgrade
which will enhance the area and
pedestrian safety, but some have
expressed concern at the inability of
trucks to park on the main road when
making deliveries”.
Some locals have expressed concern that the carriageway width is
being reduced at a time when the
bridge is about to be expanded, but
others are pleased that the area will
look much nicer and will be safer for
pedestrians.
For the latest information on the upgrade
visit:
yoursaymanningham.com.au/
yarra-street-east

2017 Warrandyte & District Business Directory
If you havent received the Warrandyte Cricket Club
Business Directory for 2017, they are now available
from Quintons IGA and Warrandyte Post Office.
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finance
By WARREN STRYBOSCH

AUSTRALIA has one of the largest
amounts of money sitting in superannuation per capita and is now
responsible for creating a greater
number of wealthier retirees than
in any time in our history.
However, many people still do
not see any value in placing funds
into their super until closer to retirement.
Those who do not see such value
will need to reconsider their position
especially after July 1 2017 when the
new super laws come into play.
The new laws will place restrictions on how much can be placed
into superannuation.
Without a properly thought-out
strategy, the new laws could lead to
a larger amount of tax being paid on
the money you put aside, resulting
in less funds in retirement.

“Those who do not
see such value will
need to reconsider
their position
especially after
July 1 2017”
Here is a summary of some of the
changes that have received Royal
Assent — which means it will be
law — after July 1 2017:
• Only allow up to $1.6 million of
your super to purchase a pension
where earnings are tax-free, the
rest remains in super (accumulation) and gets taxed.
•
Those ear ning more than
$250,000 have to pay more tax
when placing funds into super
(Division 293 assessment), it used
to only apply to those who earned
more than $300,000.
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A super idea
• Only allowing up to $100,000 per
year of non-concessional contributions to be placed into super,
currently it is $180,000 per year.

just a vehicle created by the government for a specific purpose to take
your savings from working life into
retirement.

• O nly allowing up to $25,000
concessional contributions to
be placed into super per annum
regardless of age.

“Super is neither
good nor bad,
it is just a vehicle
created by the
government”

• Introduction of carry-forward
concessional contributions of unused caps over five years starting
from 1 July 2018.
SOURCE: Australian Taxation Office
February 8 2017
Over the past 15 years I have spoken to many people seeking to save,
protect and retire with more wealth.
I find that clients under the age
of 45 want to discuss property,
whereas those over the age of 50
are starting to talk about super and
how they might be able to get more
money in to it.
The young tend to have a poor
opinion of super whereas the more
senior members of our society realize the benefits of such a vehicle.
If super has indeed created more
wealthier retirees in recent years,
why do so many people still have
such a poor opinion of this vehicle?
People don’t “feel” they have any
control over their super.
Most financial planners promote
super as the “only” way to make
money.
Super laws continue to change
resulting in a lack of faith in the
system.

Demystifying superannuation
When discussing super with my
clients, I draw an analogy between
their car and their super; I explain
that a car is neither good nor bad,
it is just a vehicle designed to take
you from point A to point B.
Super is neither good nor bad, it is

Ultimately, the owner of the vehicle
— whether it be car or super — is responsible for the choices they make
when driving that vehicle.

Investment type super
The subject of superannuation is
too big for one column and I will
continue to talk about the features
and functions of superannuation
over the coming months.
Investment type super funds allow
you to purchase a wide range of assets such as shares, property, term
deposits, and art.
Superannuation — as a vehicle
— is not predominately about the
assets you hold, it is about the
benefits you can derive when using
such a vehicle, when used correctly
investment type supers can increase
your wealth over time.
I often hear people say they would
rather purchase property than have
their money sit in super.
The conversation is not about an
asset type and whether it is better to
have one type over another.
Personally, I am a big believer in
owning direct property and it has
its place within an individual’s investment portfolio.
After all, I have created most of my
wealth from the properties I have

owned. However, I am not of the
belief you should only hold direct
property or only certain types of
assets.
All investment types come with
their own risks and property is no
different.
Diversification is still relevant
today as it has ever been.
Whether property, direct shares,
term deposits, artwork or any other
type of investment is your thing;
you would do well to learn about
the benefits a vehicle like super can
offer you.

Without a properly
thought-out strategy,
the new laws could
lead to a larger
amount of tax being
paid on the money
you put aside
resulting in less funds
in retirement.

Warren Strybosch is a local who
has been providing advice for over
15 years, lectures and has written
financial planning courses.
He is married to Joanna, and they
have three lovely children.
This information is of a general nature
only and has been prepared without
taking into account your particular
financial needs, circumstances and
objectives. While every effort has been
made to ensure the accuracy of the information, it is not guaranteed.You should
obtain professional advice before acting
on the information contained in this
publication. Superannuation, tax and
Centrelink and other relevant information is based on our interpretation and
continuation of law current as at the
date of this document. The information
contained in this document does not
constitute legal or tax advice.You should
seek expert advice in this regard.Warren
Strybosch, Find Wealth Pty Limtied ABN
20 140 585 075, Corporate Authorised
Representative No.236815 of ClearView
Financial Advice Pty Ltd ABN 89 133
593 012, AFSL No. 331367. Find Mortgage Pty Limited ABN 66613 272 932.
Corporate Authorized Representative
(No: 491592) of Connective Credit
Services (ACL No 389328). Find Accountant Pty Limited ABN 57613578779.
Tax Agent No: 25488732

When set up the right way, super
can take those same assets and
provide a potentially higher return
when taking into consideration the
other benefits associated with it e.g.
concessional tax treatment.
It was a super idea when it was
established in 1992 and still is today
even with all the changes that have
occurred.
Do you believe super is a great
vehicle?
I would love to hear your
thoughts on the matter.

online
your digital local paper

Book the mini bus to the market
First Saturday of the month 8am-1pm

Acclaimed writer & human rights activist.
With Kevin Bonnet, Andrew Kennon, Karen Throssell,
Jock Macneish, Sandy Jeffs, John Jenkins

The Warrandyte Riverside Market is running a mini bus
service to help the parking issues on market day. Route
commences at Police St, 8.30am and makes its way to
North Warrandyte fire station, bus stop below RSL, onto
Community Centre and Warrandyte Primary School then
football ground adjacent to public toilets. Back to Police St
where route re-starts. Round trip should take 20-30 minutes,
waiting time 15 minutes at most. Driver Mark Simpson of
North Warrandyte CFA will take bookings on 0413 654 785.
Just 35 minutes from Melbourne CBD.
BBQ and playground equipment close by.
Contact: 0474 656 637 or 9844 4100
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Warrandyte youth receive Community Bank scholarships
By Deanne Dickson

ALEXANDRA Ward and Hayley Wilson-Rowell have been awarded this
year’s Warrandyte Community Bank
Scholarships.
They join second year recipients
Kyle Turpin and Jemimah Chacko,
taking the tally to four local youths
receiving financial support in 2017.
Warrandyte Community Bank
Scholarships are awarded to firsttime tertiary students whose circumstances might mean that a university degree is out of their reach,
with funding being delivered over
the first two years of tertiary study.
$5,000 per year across two years
is provided to pay for study related expenses such as course fees,
equipment, text books and travel
expenses; a scholarship is certain
to help ease some of the financial
burden of attending university.
Hayley Wilson-Rowell excitedly
welcomed the news that she will be
receiving a scholarship as she prepares to attend Deakin University,
Burwood, and study a ‘Bachelor of
Management’ specialising in events.
“I applied earlier in the year, so
there was definitely a bit of nervousness waiting to see if I would
be successful or not — I’m really
grateful that it turned out that I
was,” Hayley said.
“Words cannot explain how much
it means to be given such a wonderful opportunity at this stage of
my life”.
“Receiving a Warrandyte Community Bank Scholarship has taken a
huge weight off my shoulders and
has also taken me a step forward to
reaching my dreams”.
“I can’t wait to get started and
work towards my goal of being
involved in the events industry,”
she said.
Having demonstrated a commitment to study, social awareness and
a passion for learning, Warrandyte
Community Bank Chairman, Aaron
Farr said all four applicants are deserving recipients.

Cheryl Meikle (Community Relationship Manager), Alexandra Ward,
Aaron Farr (Chairman), Kyle Turpin, Hayley Wilson-Rowell and Jemimah Chacko.

“I would hate to think that a local
young person would be unable to
start higher education because of
financial or social barriers,” Aaron
said.
“The Scholarship program is part
of our board’s commitment to local
youth and yet another way that our
Community Bank company dedicates
funding to building a stronger com-

munity,” he said.
The Warrandyte Community Bank
has been offering scholarship opportunities for six years and has
supported many youth projects in
its 14 years of operation.
“I know the Board is very proud
of its ability to fund scholarships
and help these bright young people
achieve their academic goals and

hopefully one day they will be able
to share their new skills with the
Warrandyte and surrounding communities,” Aaron concluded.
Who knows we might just see
Hayley’s name behind White Night
one day!
The annual Warrandyte Community
Bank Scholarship helps first-year
university students on their path

to tertiary education with a $10,000
bursary over two years ($5,000 each
year).
To be eligible, applicants must meet
various criteria including residing in
the local area, be academically motivated, involved in the community and
be able to detail financial or social
challenges which hinder their ability
to undertake further study.
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Your say

March 2017
Letters to the Diary including emails must include the
writer’s full name, address and phone number, even if
not intended for publication. Letters may be edited for
reasons of style, length or legality. Letters to be emailed
to: editor@warrandytediary.com.au

Open letter of thanks to the Aumann family
To all the Aumanns, past and present,
I want to pass on our thanks for
the years your family has tended the
beautiful orchard and buildings that
have been such an integral part of
Warrandyte. How lucky we have been
to have a working orchard in our
midst for so long, and how much we
owe you our appreciation. I cannot
begin to understand how you must all
be feeling at this huge change in your
lives, but I hope you will accept these
thoughts and reminiscences as they
are intended – a big thank you.
My parents, Nell and Don Charlwood,
built their home on an acre of lemon
orchard in Templestowe in 1952. They
were surrounded by orchards and
orchardists — the Mundys, Chivers,
Reads, Jenkins — and my sisters,
brother and I grew up with the familiar
scenes and sounds of blossom, fruit,
spraying, pruning, picking and ‘cherry
guns’. Boxes of peaches and apples
were regularly given to us, particularly
by the Blackstocks of Newmans Road.
I was at school with Patrick Cashen,
who brought me bags of cherries if I
was nice to him!
In the late 60s my neighbours and I
often rode our horses on the long trip
to Warrandyte to have fish and chips
for lunch. Hoof falls were silent as we
passed under the massive pine trees
on the corner of Andersons Creek Road

and Reynolds Road, completely muffled by the thick bed of pine needles.
The “road” ran out at Mullum Creek,
where we didn’t risk the broken down
bridge — which my brother, when
small, nagged our parents about until
they let him “fix” it with sticky tape
— but pushed the horses past the
rusting car body that made them shy,
then down and over the creek. Then a
lovely long canter up the narrow path
through thick kunzea bushes brushing
against our legs and saddles, leading
us to Tindals Road and our turn into
Harris Gully Road.
The beautiful vista has changed so
little from those days: rows of pines
and cypresses, perfectly tended fruit
trees, brimming dams, grey-green
Warrandyte bush, and the blue ranges
beyond. The turn into Harris Gully
Road meant we were almost at the path
along the Yarra and the trees under the
bridge where we’d tie the horses while
we clambered up the riverbank to the
long-gone café that sold fish and chips
from a little window at the back of the
big room of tables.
One ride to Warrandyte, after heavy
rain, meant negotiating a creek running
down the track that was Harris Gully
Road. What fun it was — the horses
leaping here and there over the rushing water as it found its way down the
steep hill to the Beauty Gully Road

intersection, and beyond to Andersons
Creek and the Yarra.
The 70s made us sad — seeing
all the orchards pulled out and the
McMansions of the day built in their
place. How glad we felt to still have
Aumanns to help us remember what
the Templestowe of our childhood had
looked like. All through the 36 years
I’ve lived in Warrandyte I’ve proudly
told visitors that we still have a working orchard up the road. What a great
pleasure it has been.
When my parents sold the home
they’d built in Templestowe 45 years
before and moved into their unit in
Everard Drive, they always drove home
down Harris Gully Road to bask in the
beauty of the orchard, the bush and
the distant hills.
I can only say thank you, again.
Your family’s work, commitment and
sacrifice over generations has been
appreciated and we feel very sad
that it’s coming to an end. But what a
well-deserved end it is after so many
years of hard work, and on behalf of
my late father, my 96-year-old mother,
my sisters, brother and his family, and
my husband, we salute you, give our
deepest thanks and wish you well.
Doreen (Charlwood) Burge
4 Diane Court
Warrandyte 3113

their licence.
An example of one such AFSL licence
holder is SMSF Advisers Network Pty
Ltd whose authorised representatives
(ARs) are able to advise on Basic Deposit Products (limited to bank transaction accounts) and Superannuation.
Many accountants have taken up this
opportunity to become ARs in place
of the removal of the “accountant’s
exemption” that prevailed up until 30
June 2016. Accountants who are now
authorised representatives of such
AFSL holders may be authorised to
advise on superannuation, including
the establishment and winding up of
an SMSF, commencement of a pension,
a limited recourse borrowing arrangement structuring, rollover of existing
superannuation plans and superannuation contributions.
Clients who have previously sought
superannuation advice from their
accountants under the previous “accountants exemption” should enquire
of their accountants as to whether they

have entered into an AR relationship
with an AFSL holder before assuming
their accountant continues to have the
authority which prevailed up until 30th
June 2016. Furthermore as Warren correctly states in his article, accountants
who are authorised representatives of
an AFSL holder will appear on the ASIC
“Australian Financial Services Authorised Representative” register together
with their AFS Representative number.

Finance response
Dear Diary
As director of one of Warrandyte’s local accounting practices, I feel obliged
to draw attention to an important error
in Warren Strybosch’s new finance
column on page 26 of the February
issue of the Warrandyte Diary. In his
article “Find the Right Advice” Warren
asserted that “any accountant wishing
to provide financial planning advice
must now be registered as a financial
planner” which is partially correct.
However he then proceeds to claim
“if your accountant wishes to discuss
anything to do with super, pensions,
super contributions or SMSFs then
they must be a registered financial
planner”. This statement is incorrect,
as a holder of an Australian Financial
Services Licence (AFSL) may provide
a limited authorisation to accountants
who have undertaken further study to
gain RG146 accreditation together with
any further study and or training specified by the AFSL holder in a restricted
field of financial advice offered under

Personalised Taxation & Accounting
Services Pty Ltd is an authorised representative (No 001247515) of AFSL
holder SMSF Advisers Network Pty
Ltd (Licence No 430062)
Brian Spurrell, FCPA, CTA
Director
Personalised Taxation and
Accounting Services
Ph:   03 9844 2409
Mob: 0412 011 946
Fax: 03 9844 1768

Open letter to Brian Westerly, VicRoads
Dear Brian,
Re: Warrandyte Bridge Widening
Project – Urban Design Advisory Panel
The purpose of this letter is to propose the establishment of an Urban
Design Advisory Panel for the Project.
The Warrandyte Community Association and the Warrandyte Historical
Society believe that such a Panel would
be of real benefit to the Project and the
Warrandyte community.
The WCA has been working with
VicRoads to facilitate community
consultation regarding the Project
and has coordinated the agenda for
two community forums with VicRoads.

The Panel is a logical extension of
this community consultation process
and we believe will go a long way to
building support for the Project which
continues to divide opinion in Warrandyte. The Panel would provide a formal
liaison group between VicRoads and
the Warrandyte community.
The aim of the Panel would be to
review and comment on the urban design aspects of the Project to provide
advice on the visual look and feel of
the bridge upgrade.
In addition, the Panel could also
advise on other aspects such as the
closure of the Warrandyte bridge

during construction.
Panel membership would consist
of representatives from the WCA, the
WHS and experienced urban design
architects to be jointly appointed by
VicRoads, the WCA and the WHS.
The upcoming Warrandyte Festival,
which we understand VicRoads will be
attending, would be an ideal time and
location to establish the Panel.
We look forward to your response.
Kyle Gillan, Vice President Warrandyte Community Association
David Carty
Treasurer
Warrandyte Historical Society

Curfew concerns
Dear Diary,
I read with great interest your article
regarding the proposed bridge works
and noticed that the truck curfew
could be lifted. Just when you thought
motorbikes and V8s weren’t enough
of a nuisance, we will now have all
the trucks go through our town on a
narrow 2-lane road because they’re not
allowed to use major 4-lane arteries
such as Rosanna Rd. Where is the logic
in that VicRoads???
Jean Dind
Warrandyte

“All the ads go online in the
Diary now, Ock!”
“Just Google ‘Warrandyte Diary’ and
we’ll walk you through it, Clyde!”
FOR ADVERTISING CALL 9844 0555

Traffic trouble
Dear Diary,
I live on the north side of the river and am becoming increasingly
stressed by the danger to drivers
when exiting Aton Street. I would like
to share with you a letter I recently
sent to Andrew Sharp of VicRoads who
is meant to be dealing with the issue.
February 23 2017
Dear Andrew
As it stands today VicRoads still
have not acted on this dangerous and
unacceptable traffic road hazard at
the corner of Aton St and Kangaroo
Ground-Warrandyte Rd. As we speak
the situation has been made worse
as it is more than impossible to turn
right out of our dead-end street due to
consistent Ausnet works. The traffic
is also banked up southbound for kilometers every morning on Kangaroo
Ground Road. There is traffic gridlock,

the police are now attending.
Once again yesterday I was nearly
involved in serious accident whilst
existing Aton St in a taxi at 6.45am. The
complacency, and I have been reporting this hazard since mid-January, not
only shows negligence on VicRoads
behalf but has made the junction a
potential death trap. The traffic does
not stick to the speed limit, there is
no excuse for this mismanagement.
This has been an ongoing issue with
an easy solution which VicRoads and
Nillumbik have ignored.
Therefore, I expect the foliage on
VicRoads land to be removed immediately and completely. The apathy between VicRoads and Nillumbik Council
is embarrassing at the very least, the
next step is a report to the police.
Marcelle Cattach
North Warrandyte

MY TOWN WARRANDYTE
I sit watching the Fourth Hills silhouette, in the fading light I think how
lucky I am to be living in “My Town” Warrandyte
The Trees, Hills, Gully’s, The River and our quaint little town
Visit your favourite restaurant and coffee wash your Devonshire down
Take a walk down the street, there’s always someone you’ll meet
Stop at one of the Op shops or the hotel for a drop,
even settle for a lollipop at the Lolly Pop Shop
Explore the tunnels or pan for gold
There’s still plenty there, or so I’ve been told
Walk the bush tracks and listen to the bush and the birds
That’s the sounds of Warrandyte that you’ve just heard
The Yarra in summer, is a great place to swim or play
Skim stones across the water as it slowly meanders its way to the bay
Along the banks are walkers and joggers, and the mums with the prams
There’s the toddlers and the oldies all holding hands
There’s the ducks and the birds that gather to be fed
Although It’s not a good diet if you feed them all bread
The Bridge is old and outdated and has seen much better days
Although a big makeover is planned to be coming its way
Our yearly March Fete is a great place to meet, there’s lots of
activity in the park off Stiggant Street.
Watch our procession, with school kids and floats, and Julie’s IGA
apples to eat
There’s the food stalls that are loaded with their own special treat.
See the water slide for the kids, it looks heaps of fun
(Wonder if this old bloke in togs would look under done)
Warrandyte has the lot, shade under an umbrella if it’s getting too hot
Just sit and relax and enjoy where we live
And think about what back to “Warrandyte” we can give!
– KFC
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FREDERICK GEORGE REYNOLDS PAINTING
NEVER- BEFORE EXHIBITED - ON DISPLAY AT ART SHOW
Rotary Art Show – Friday 24th – Sunday 26th March
We are proud to announce an opportunity for you to see a never exhibited
portrait painting by renowned Heidelberg School artist Frederick George
Reynolds.
The owner has kindly offered this painting for display during our upcoming Art
Show. The painting depicts his mother as a young lady and is one of Reynold’s
finest works. The owner says “wherever you are in the room she follows you
around”. Another Mona Lisa you might say! Please note, the painting will not
be for sale.
Come and view this wonderful painting, and our other fabulous exhibits. Gala
Opening is Friday night, $25 finger food and refreshments, art auction, silent
auction and a great social event for artists and the wider community.
DISPLAY TIMES for FREDERICK REYNOLDS
Friday - Gala Opening – 7pm – 10pm
Saturday 25th 1 – 4pm
Sunday 26th 12 -3pm
All other paintings on display Friday night, Saturday & Sunday 10am–
4pm
For Art Show Information - www.warrandytedonvalerotary.org.au
All proceeds contributed to your local community
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New lolly shop is
sassafrascious
By JAMES POYNER

FEBRUARY 22 marked the changing
of the guard on all things sweet, as
owner Adam Walker and his company The Sassafras Sweet Company
officially took charge of the Warrandyte Lolly Shop.
Adam Walker and his manager Kate
Marie add the lolly shop to their
portfolio of three other lolly stores
in Eastern Melbourne.
Even though the store is now part
of a chain of stores, residents and
tourists will continue to experience
the feel of a local lolly shop.
“I lived in Olinda for 20 years so
we are used to that community feel,”
said Mr Walker.
He spoke enthusiastically about
the importance of keeping the shop
at the heart of Warrandyte.
“Long term we are looking at employing people in Warrandyte, it’s
a very strong local community,”he
said.
The walls of the shop are lined with
jars of classic sweets.
“Raspberry drops, toffee apples…
quite a lot of Dutch liquorice… milk
chocolate bullets, fruit and nut mix,

all that sort of stuff… old fashioned
coconut roughs, honey bears then a
whole lot of gummy stuff: sour peach
hearts, sour mandarins,” he said.
The list of sweets is extensive,
much like their kid’s section.
“Anything from the old pop rocks,
super sour sprays, which the kids
just love,” said Mr Walker.
Unfortunately, the idea of rows
of boiled sweets, gummies and
liquorice in jars is more for effect.
“With health regulations and stuff,
they are insisting that you put nutritional information on everything,
so the old days of people going into
a jar and taking three lollies is no
longer possible.”
On his first weekend as owner,
Adam held a recruitment drive.
“We put an ad on the Warrandyte
Community Facebook page for the
juniors to come down, we had 60 in
over the weekend and we are looking
[to hire] about four to six for the
weekends.
“We are very keen to get some local
kids down here, that’s an important
part of it and they are all local to
Warrandyte,” he said.
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Hanging
baskets
a mixed
success
By BRIONY BOTTERELLI

New faces at Wellers after redevelopment
By SAMMI TAYLOR

KANGAROO Ground’s iconic Wellers
Restaurant is getting a facelift, and
it is almost ready to open its doors
to the public.
After changing hands in late 2014
and closing for renovations in 2015,
Wellers is to be reborn this year under the masthead of Fondata 1872,
an exciting new venture from local
owners and renowned chef Joseph
Vargetto.
Construction and major renovation works on the historical site
consumed the better part of 2016.
Now the work is nearly finished,
chef and part-owner Joe Vargetto
says the excitement is bubbling at
the Wellers site, with an opening
date not too far away.
“We’re really happy with how the
building works are coming along,”
Mr Vargetto told The Diary.
“It’s very elegant but still keeps a
very rural and local theme,” he said.
The dining room is a perfect blend
of the old and new Wellers, highlighting the beauty of the old site and improving it for new visitors to enjoy.
The new look restaurant also
includes a public bar, tasting room
and band room, a new kitchen, and
a large paved terrace overlooking
the hillside, which Mr Vargetto describes as “the perfect place for a
perch and a glass of wine”.
Mr Vargetto and the Wellers/Fon-

data team have serious dedication
to showcasing everything great from
the local area: from wine and craft
beer brewed in the Yarra Valley, to
produce sourced and harvested
from local suppliers. They will also
retain their commitment to providing a platform for local bands and
musicians.
Mr Vargetto hopes that the blend of
old and new will keep local lovers of
Wellers coming back, while enticing
plenty of visitors from out of town to
enjoy the magic of Kangaroo Ground.
“It’s just the perfect time for us;
Eltham, Kangaroo Ground and the
whole region is under the microscope and it’s growing.
“There is a growing clientele of
good eaters and people that don’t
want to travel all the way into the
city for great food, so why don’t we
bring it to you?” he said.
The new restaurant is not just
about a new facelift.
With a history in and a passion for
Italian food, Mr Vargetto is bringing
an Italian twist to the restaurant with
a Sicilian inspired menu.
His favourite? Coniglio Al Ragusa: a
recipe based on something his mum
used to cook consisting of braised
rabbit, white wine, green olives, and
potatoes emulsified in sauce that
brings out the flavour in the meat.
Mr Vargetto is hopeful Fondata at
Wellers 1872 will open late March.

New Cafe Menu
just launched:
Breakfast
and Lunch

LAST year the Warrandyte Business Association voted to pay for,
distribute and hang the lovely
red geranium hanging baskets
along the main street of Warrandyte.
This was at a cost of over
$11,000.00, with the money coming from a special charge to Warrandyte shop-owners.
The idea behind the baskets
was to help create an even prettier country village setting.
Stage two was to roll out half
wine barrels, containing more
red geraniums, but the extra
funding has not as yet been
raised.
The thought behind doing this
was to create pride in our little
village, as well as to encourage
visitors to Warrandyte to help local businesses.
All traders were told that they
were responsible for looking
after their baskets, and if any
plants died the trader was responsible for replacing them.
Unfortunately, some baskets
have been stolen – from the Rotary Op Shop and Warrandyte
Lollies – to name a couple.
Others have not been looked
after, becoming an eyesore rather
than an enhancement.
A little water, a bit of trimming
back of dead heads and some
feeding once in awhile makes
all the difference, keeping them
looking lovely.
Goldfields have installed an
easy drip system, operated by
Quinton’s, with watering part of
the daily opening and closing
procedures and staff have been
given responsibility to ensure
this happens.
So, keep your eyes open locals
— for geranium thieves — and if
you have a green thumb, please
help these plants stay beautiful
for all to enjoy.
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Birrarung stories
By JIM POULTER
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A managed environment

I mentioned last month that Melbourne was planned on a northsouth, east-west grid.
This survey was completed by
Robert Hoddle, who also did an early
survey of the Templestowe-Warrandyte area in 1837.
A full survey was then conducted
by T. R. Nutt in 1839.
It is most interesting to note his
description of this area as: “Grassy
hills, thickly timbered stringy bark
forests and gum”. Nutt naturally
assumed — as did the vast majority
of settlers — that he was witnessing
and describing a virgin landscape,
but he was in fact describing a carefully managed environment.
About 40 years ago a famous
Aboriginal Elder, Banjo Clarke, explained to me how tribes traditionally removed all trees from the tops
of hills and terraced them with stone
contours, so that the water did not
readily run off.
This promoted grain grasses to
grow on the tops of the hills, which
was then harvested for milling and
making damper.

The absence of shade trees meant
that the kangaroos and emus did not
go there to feed and the harvest from
these hilltop grass farms was therefore protected; this was precisely
what Nutt was describing by the two
words “grassy hills”.
Elsewhere the boundaries of heavily wooded copses were maintained
by removing bark from the trees on
the perimeter and by regular burning off between the copses.
These heavily wooded areas were
— in reality — possum farms.
Possums were a valuable source of
both food and clothing, so their habitats were protected and nurtured,
this is what Nutt was referring to by
his phrase “thickly timbered stringy
bark forests”.
Along the valley floors of the Yarra
and its tributaries, open areas were
maintained by annual burning and
clearing so there were only stately
gum trees at regular twenty-five metre intervals. These areas were — in
reality — kangaroo and emu farms,
the trees not only provided shade for
the animals but also provided con-

venient cover when stalking game.
These open valley areas were
also myrnong farms; myrnong is a
parsnip-like tuber that — with the
aid of annual burning-off — grew in
perfusion along every valley floor.
These kangaroo, emu and myrnong
farms were what Nutt was describing
with the two simple words: “and
gums”.
Settlers were quite amazed at what
they saw across Australia, often
describing it as: “Like an English
gentleman’s estate”.
There was no wilderness and no
undergrowth and the soil was so
loose, even in the forests, that settlers complained their horses would
sink in it up to their fetlocks.
Heaven forbid that I should quote
such an inveterate liar as John Batman, but even he was occasionally
moved to describe the truth of what
he saw.
On May 30 1835 Batman noted in
his diary: “Most of the high hills were
covered with grass to the summit
and not a tree, although the land was
as good as land could be. The whole

By BRIONY BOTTARELLI

with conservationists intent on
saving 21 acres above the Yarra
River.
“It was a lovely day of getting
together with locals and having a
picnic with some theatrics thrown
in,” said Ms Reid.
From this it was suggested the
town should have a festival and
bring the community together,
so Patrick Nuzum, Anne Martin
and Howard Geldard got together
and the rest — as they say — is
history.
On talking to locals at the
launch — no mean feat — with
the exotic music in the background, the same comments came
in different ways from everyone.
“The festival is old fashioned,
but innovative, non-commercial
yet hugely popular — just like our
town,” said Michelle Pini.
Jock Macneish was MC for the
evening and it became quite clear
that the “big kids” organizing the

festival have every bit a much fun
as the little ones do during the
festival.
“it is the community groups,
large and small, that build the
foundation that makes the place
work,” said Mr Macneish.
The launch has set the mood
for our wonderful festive March,
Heather and Glen Jameson, along
with their entourage, giving us
great music.
There were some wonderful
70’s costumes.
Alan Cornell sang a couple of
his ditties from past Follies and
the evening ended with Warrandyte’s own The Scrims playing
their very own brand of music.

Oh what a night!
COLOUR, music and heaps of
fun — a most appropriate way to
launch the Best One Ever! Celebrating 40 years of Warrrandyte
Festival pictorial book.
This wonderful book, put together by Cherie Moselen and
Stephen Reynolds — with some
greatly appreciated back-up from
Val Polley, Jock Macneaish and
Michelle Pini — is a real treasure.
The book is not only a living
history of the Warrandyte Festival, but a history of Warrandyte
over the past 40 years; if you have
lived in Warrandyte at some point
in the last four decades, you are
probably somewhere in the book.
There are different versions on
how the idea for a festival first
emerged.
On talking to Yvonne Reid she
remembered it as a group of
friends from the WAA joining up

appeared like land laid out in farms
for some hundred years back, and
every tree transplanted. I was never
so astonished in my whole life”.
See how the descriptions of Batman and Nutt tally so closely?
One of the problems Australian
historians have when they read such
documents is that they can only read
them with a European mindset, they
are conditioned out of being able to
see the reality of Aboriginal Australia
embedded in the words.
Those settlers that saw the major
weir walls and fish trap complexes
along the rivers were similarly
amazed at the engineering works,
but unless they were strikingly obvious a lot of Aboriginal fish and eel
traps remained invisible to them.
For instance, along the Warrandyte
township waterfront, the early settlers noted the middens. These were
piles of freshwater mussel shells and
you can therefore be sure that the
rapids areas were in fact freshwater
mussel farms.
These mussels were a staple in
the diet of local Aboriginal people

and to make sure that they had
plenty on hand when the river was
in flood, the mussels were stored in
“refrigerators”.
Before the floods were due, hundreds of mussels would be collected
in kangaroo skin bags and taken up
a nearby wet gully, a hole about a
metre deep was then dug and the
mussels lined up row upon row and
buried.
As soon as the damp dirt went
on top, the mussels would go into
suspended animation and stay fresh
for up to two years.
Because we have been so conditioned to thinking of Aboriginal
people in pejorative terms like simple, primitive, pagan, nomadic and
stone-age, we have been blinded to
their technological and land management achievements.
The plain fact is that Aboriginal
people farmed the environment,
but in ways that were invisible to
European eyes. In reality, Aboriginal
Australians were not “Hunter-Gatherers”, they were “Permaculture
Farmers”.

Get on board the market bus
By SANDI MILLER

WARRANDYTE Riverside Community
Market has launched a free shuttle
bus to service the wider Warrandyte
area on market days.
The Market Bus completes a loop
of Warrandyte to collect passengers
from carparks around the area from
8:30am until 12:30pm on the first
Saturday of each month.
Leaving every 20 minutes or so from
Police Street, the bus picks up and
drops off from the North Warrandyte
Community Centre then the bus-stop
in front of the RSL before heading to
the Warrandyte Community Centre,
Warrandyte Primary School (Forbes
Street) and The Sports Club in Taroona Avenue then back to Police Street.

Market committee spokesperson,
and your friendly bus driver, Mark
Simpson said the aim of the bus is to
ease congestion around Yarra Street
and Everard Drive and to make it
easier to get to the market.
“People always want to park close,
but now they don’t have to, they can
park anywhere on the route,” Mr
Simpson said.
The Riverside Market Committee is
also delighted to announce that Coco
Moon has agreed to come on board
as the sponsor of the bus.
warrandyteriverside
market.com.au

Youth of the Year Award Finalists
Pictured are the three finalists for 2017 Lions Youth of the
Year Award with president Jenni Dean. This years winner
was Damon Moorfoot with Alice Lambert and Nieta Curry
as runners up. Citizenship and leadership qualities are
encouraged by this annual award and all three students are
to be congratulated on their achievement.

Please contact our president Jenni Dean 0401 963 583 if you are
able to assist us in continuing our valuable community work.
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dining
With BASIL FETUCCINE

REVIEW
Altair Restaurant
152 Yarra St, Warrandyte
RESTAURANTS can get eaten up
and forgotten amidst Melbourne’s
extensive offering of fine dining
choices but the really good ones
set themselves apart with distinct
differences and remain noticed.
Hello Altair, our finest of the fine
who dare to be different as it forges
a reputation that’s creating even
more traffic chaos in our now Punt
Road-like Yarra Street as diners flock
out east; that’s if they can get a table
ahead of the locals, of course.
Altair is hot at the moment – no,
let me rephrase – Altair has always
been hot, but only now is it truly
spreading its wings after three
years of operation as the likes of the
Herald Sun and the Discover Your
Own Backyard team are lured to
the Green Wedge to sing its praises.
Altair’s daring and brave menu
choices raise the very occasional
brow of more traditional diners but
the wins far outweigh the losses
and set this restaurant up with Melbourne’s elite in the east.
The new season’s menu is a corker
with loads of interesting new flavor
combinations.

Arm yourself with between $150
and $300 for three courses and
quality wine; unless you head for the
chef’s seven course degustation with
paired wines experience – a whole
new encounter again!

wellbeing
By AHHLEEYAH GRACE

I recently moved to Warrandyte
and run the holistic and alternative
health service Beeloved Essence.
I have over 25 years of experience working with families and
community in my vocations as an
environmental scientist, secondary/
primary teacher, childcare educator
and natural health and well-being
practitioner.
One of my services is aromatherapy massage with the use of honey in
the mix for the huge array of health
benefits and general well-being.
I like working with honey because
it is a nature-derived essence which
can be sourced locally and helps
people to connect more fully with
the land.
I believe the more we are aligned
with our local natural environment
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A rare flair at Altair
For ours, we cut loose with variety
in three courses starting off with a
complementary appetizer courtesy
of the chef — two small cubes of
roasted potato and fungi marshmallow that packed a serious punch
to the palette in offering moreish
flavours.
Next up was truffled tofu with ginger, apricot, sour cucumber, tamari
cured yolk as well as a miso glazed
king ora salmon, garlic, radish,
beetroot (GF).
One thing you will have discovered by this point of the evening
is the clever rotation of wait staff,
all impeccably skilled and highly
personable with their own unique
personalities.
Owners Michelle and Kelvin Shaw
clearly make the front of house experience one to remember and train up
our youth in the best possible way.
With tastebuds well and truly
fired up by now, our mains didn’t
disappoint: a delicious baked King
George whiting accompanied by
green olive mascarpone, globe artichoke, thyme, wild Australian olives
and brown butter (GF) while a grilled
wagyu rump cap, beef fancy, black
pepper, puffed grains, black bean,
coriander and finger lime made for
a combo like no other.
Dessert was a knockout with
exquisitely presented and tasty
eucalypt sponge, labna, manuka
honey, shaved macadamia, bee pollen, rosemary and billy tea sorbet.
We also couldn’t resist the
dulce de leche, malted milk parfait, caramelised white chocolate,
celery and wild blackberry.
The presentation of these desserts
truly is an art form — outstanding
work by the Altair team.
Our wine of choice for the evening?
A smooth Journey Wines Shiraz.
In short: spend the money and
enjoy the magic.

Dave’s
deli magic
QUINTON’S IGA’s kitchen plans are
still coming along and until then Chef
Dave is taking a hands-on approach
in the deli teaching the crew different fresh salads, which are being
served up fresh daily.
The IGA team are also making
deli-made quiches for which Yours
Truly gives a big tick of approval.
Quinton’s is also the face of the
new IGA Family Program which is
designed to teach children about
where their food comes from.
“Worldwide studies have shown
children don’t understand about
paddock to plate as many are growing up in big cities with no access to
farms — only supermarkets,” head
honcho Julie Quinton said.
“We will be supplying recipes for
the website from time to time with
an emphasis on Australian, ethical
and humane.
IGA has brought out a line of ethical products under the Community
Co label.
Over 80% of the products are fully
Australian and the rest are products
not produced in Australia.
The Community Co products only
contain sustainable palm oil, too,
so I’m pretty excited they’re finally
taking this direction.”
Well done Julie and the team!

Holistic bees in harmony
the more we can be attuned to the
earth energies of cooperation and
mutual-aid which allow us to feel a
greater connection within and live
in greater peace, love and harmony.

Honey has been
recorded as far back
as 150 million years
Honey has long been known for
its medicinal healing qualities and
sourcing local honey can help the
individual and families to enjoy ultimate health and well-being.
The name “honey” comes from
the Hebrew language and means
“enchant”.

Best One Ever!
A brilliant new book Best One Ever! — Celebrating 40 Years of
Warrandyte Festival will be available for sale at $40 a copy from
the festival caravan during festival weekend March 25th – 26 th, 2017.
Author Cherie Moselen provides a wonderful history of four decades
of Warrandyte festivals with vivid descriptions accompanied by
quotes and pictures. Art Director Stephen Reynolds has illustrated
the 140 page, large format book throughout with historic photos,
posters and programmes and splendid colour photographs.
This handsome book will make a wonderful addition to anyone’s
bookshelf, whether a resident (past or present) a visitor or a tourist.
For anyone involved in Warrandyte Festival in any way over the last
40 years it is an absolute must-have. Make sure you secure your copy
either at the festival itself or through the festival website
www.warrandytefestival.org
The book will also be available at the Warrandyte Museum from
1.30 – 4.30pm Saturdays and Sundays following festival weekend.

Honey has been recorded as far
back as 150 million years and was
traditionally used as a sweetening
agent, as a tribute for payment, for
feeding sacred animals and healing
and as medicinal treatments.

Valued for its antibacterial
properties in treating wounds
Treatments with honey is called
apitherapy, which includes replenishing energy, enhancing physical
stamina and strengthening the immune system.
Professor Molan is a leading researcher in the field of honey research at the University of Waikato,
central North Island New Zealand.
He has found one particular honey
with extraordinary healing qualities;

honey made from the flowers of
the manuka bush (leptospermum
scoporium), which is native to New
Zealand.
The closest relative is the Australian jelly bush, golden tea tree, these
tea tree flowers have the potential
to produce honey that has more
antibacterial properties than any
other honeys.

Honey is also
considered to be
calming to the mind
Professor Peter Molan said:
“there’s nothing like that ever been
found anywhere in the world”.

What he is talking about he has
named the Unique Manuka Factor
or UMF.
He has found a way to measure its
antibacterial effects, by comparing
the UMF manuka honey with standard antiseptic in its ability to fight
bacteria.
Manuka honey has been considered a superfood for everything from
sore throats, gingivitis, indigestion
and it has been used to treat cardiovascular disease and respiratory
complaints.
Honey is also considered to be
calming to the mind, helps with
sleep and helps heal minor wounds
and dry skin.
Remember to trust, and respect
yourself, living life in harmony flows
from here, like honey to the bees.

Celebrating 40 Years of Warrandyte Festival!
ORD
YOURER
NOW S
!
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Fabulous fortieth festival

WARRANDYTE’S biggest weekend is coming your way March 24, 25 and 26. This year, Warrandyte Festival honours 40 years of community celebration. It is time,
lovers of ‘70s rock, to fish out your flairs and party like it’s 1977! The best in home-grown, family fun, CHERIE MOSELEN walks you through the festival that has it all.
BATTLE OF THE BANDS
From 6pm on Friday March 24, local youth
bands battle it out at Stiggants Reserve for the
top prize: a day in a recording studio.
Headlining the event is last year’s battle winner, Cardinia. Soft drink, water and a Scouts’
sausage sizzle will be available on the night for
cash purchase only. This is a drug, smoke and
alcohol free event. Admission is FREE.
ART
Enjoy Warrandyte/Donvale Rotary’s 33rd
exhibition of artwork by local and interstate
artists. Preview the art and join in the festivities at the Gala Champagne Opening from 7pm
– 10pm on Friday March 24, at the Warrandyte
Community Church in Yarra Street. A gala
ticket costs $25. Weekend viewing extends
from 9am – 5pm on Saturday and 10am – 4pm
on Sunday. A $5 ticket includes a catalogue.
Entry is free for children and senior students.
THE LOUNGE BY NIGHT
Film lovers—don’t miss out! The Warrandyte
Film Feast makes its debut at The Lounge
on the lower riverbank of Stiggants Reserve
on Friday March 24. Sixteen short films from
different genres will be screened, including
Apprentice of the Year, starring Shane Jacobson, and locally made film, Heed, among
others. MC for the evening is Australian actor
Daniel Schepisi. Fabulous food and drink can
be purchased from 6pm; the first film starts at
8pm. A ticket costs $10. Book online at www.
trybooking.com/OPEG. NOTE: Films are not
classified and some content may offend.
THE LOUNGE BY DAY
String band music will entertain Lounge audiences from 12pm – 5pm on Saturday. See
authentic old-time Cajun band Iron Gob String
Band, the Stetson Family, Honeyfields and the
Strzelecki Stringbusters. On Sunday, check out
the Funky Monkeys circus band from noon,
followed by a Sanctum Theatre presentation
of Otto Learns to Fly—an interactive children’s
puppet show. Ukuleles and hula hoops also
come out to play. And it is all for FREE!
GRAND PARADE
This year, four parade monarchs have been
chosen to honour the festival’s origins. Donning royal regalia are festival pioneers Yvonne
Reid, Howard Geldard, Patrick Nuzum and
Tim Ferguson. The procession makes its way
from the Mechanics’ Institute in Yarra Street to
Stiggants Reserve on Saturday March 25 after
official kick-off at 11am. Community groups,
schools, sports clubs, vintage cars, a vintage
flyover and fabulous floats—that’s Warrandyte
on parade. Incredible!
MAIN STAGE MUSIC
Music starts at midday with local school and
bush bands and continues with quality acts
Mango Retreat, Dannika, The Teskey Brothers and The Scrims, among others. Sunday’s
programme features a variety of talent from
11.00am. A festival favourite for 20 years, ac-

claimed bush band Paradiddle will rouse the
crowd at 3pm, followed by The April Family,
The Weeping Willows and Aleyce Simmonds.
Lovers of ‘70s rock—don’t miss Mother! While
Nudist Funk Orchestra is closing the show!
Bring seating and a picnic, or buy food and
drink across the weekend.
RIVERBANK STAGE
Children’s entertainer Keeping the Beat brings
noonday fun on Saturday, followed by a diverse musical line-up including Fulton Street,
Watercolour and Sideglance. Get your tango
on by the banks of the Yarra from 7pm Saturday. Enjoy a dance class, special show from
Sidewalk Tango’s Performance Troupe and two
hours of “Milonga”! Sunday’s programme will
please animal lovers with everyone’s favourite
Pet Parade at 9:30am and Wildlife Exposure on
at 11:15am. Music lovers stick around also, to
see Beautiful Beasts, Real Love and Warrandyte’s own Mia Hamilton.
COMMUNITY BUS
An all-access bus service returns to the festival
this year. Provided by Nillumbik Council, this
community bus has full wheel chair accessibility. It will run every 15 minutes, stopping at
the Warrandyte Sports Club carpark; at the top
of Stiggants Reserve; at the bottom of Stiggant
Street and opposite the Community Centre.
The bus will operate from 11:30am – 5pm on
Saturday and 9am – 5pm on Sunday.
SCOUTS’ WATERSLIDE
BYO bathers and towel (change tent available)
and get ready to slip-and-slide downhill at
Stiggants Reserve. Hosted by Warrandyte/
Park Orchards Scout Group. Charges apply. It
is giant. It is awesome!

Rotary art on show
By CHERIE MOSELEN

www.warrandytedonvale
rotary.org.au or email
artshow@warrandyte
donvalerotary.org.au

THE 33rd Warrandyte/Donvale Rotary Art Show will be
held in the Community Church in Yarra Street on March
24-26 this year, in conjunction with the Warrandyte
Festival.
The jewel in the crown of several Rotary-planned
events that help raise funds in support of local community projects, this show attracts visitors from all
over Melbourne.
Its opening night — a celebrated gala event — gives
people the opportunity to meet many artists, while
viewing an extensive range of reasonably priced
paintings.
The quality of work on display improves from year to
year and many of the featured artists’ pieces hang in
boardrooms and homes across the country.
Rotary is most grateful for the support it receives from
sponsors and advertisers and from the talented artists
on show, many of whom send work from interstate.
The Rotary Art Show Gala Champagne Opening runs
from 7pm to 10pm on Friday March 24. A ticket costs
$25, which covers finger food, refreshments and entry
to the event.
Viewing continues throughout festival weekend, with
opening times from 9am to 5pm on Saturday and 10am
to 4pm on Sunday.
Weekend admission costs $5 for adults and includes
a catalogue.
Children and senior students get in for FREE.
Artist registration and all other details can be found
on the website.

BILLY CARTS
Have you got the steel to join the billycart hall
of fame? Wheels line up at the top of Police
Street from Sunday 9:30am. Registration of
$8 takes place between 8:30am – 9:15am for
children aged eight to 15 years. The event
features a parents’ race, trophies and great
prizes. Carts MUST meet strict safety criteria.
For enquiries call 0418 357 282 or go to the
website: www.warrandytefestival.org.
DUCK RACE
Duck down to the river at 2:30pm on Sunday
to watch 1,000 plastic duckies take the plunge.
The first duck to float downriver from Police
Street to Stiggant Street wins the trophy.
Ducks can be pre-purchased for $3 from local
schools, or during festival weekend from the
Information Caravan.
DISPLAYS
Discover a range of opportunities through
local groups and service providers, including: Aboriginal art exhibition, Animals on
the Move, Be Ready Warrandyte, Combined
Emergency Services, Eltham Steam and Stationary Engine Preservation Society, Friends
of Warrandyte State Park, Manningham City
Council, Middle Yarra Landcare Group, Reconciliation Manningham, Warrandyte Community Association, Warrandyte Community
Garden, Warrandyte Toy Library, plus miners,
blacksmiths, woodcrafters, reptiles, and solar/
electric bikes.
NATURE’S PLAYGROUND
Directed by local arts therapist Tania Virgona
and supported by Manningham Council, this
activity encourages children to collectively
create artistic instalments such as cubbies,

nests and sculptures as influenced by local
flora and Indigenous heritage. Nature Play runs
from 12:00pm – 4pm on Sunday only.
FOLLIES
Written and directed by Warrandyte Theatre
Company members, Open Book Follies is a
romp of comic sketches and musical numbers.
Performance dates for 2017 are: March 23, 24,
25, 30, 31 and April 1, 6, 7 and 8. A ticket costs
$25 (concession $20). BYO food and drink.
Showtime is 7.30 for 8pm at the Mechanics
Institute Hall. Book online at www.warrandyte
hallarts.asn.au
GRAND READ
This year marks the Grand Read’s 20th evening of presenting quality readings from local
poets and writers. The feature guest for 2017
is Arnold Zable, an award winning Australian
writer, storyteller, educator and human rights
advocate whose writing focuses primarily on
migrant experience. Warrandyte’s literary
showcase takes place upstairs at the Grand
Hotel at 7:30pm on Tuesday March 28. A ticket
costs $20 (Concession $16) and includes a light
supper. For catering purposes, please purchase in advance from Warrandyte Neighbourhood House on 9844 1839. Or visit the website:
www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au
For information including
road closures, programme
details, accessibility info,
maps and registration forms:
www.warrandytefestival.org
Facebookers search “Warrandyte Festival”
for regular weekend updates.
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Festival 2017

www.facebook.com/warrandytefestival
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A feast for film-lovers
By CHERIE MOSELEN

FESTIVAL Friday night produces a
strong menu of arts and entertainment — think Battle of the Bands
and the Rotary Art Show — but a
spectacular accompaniment has
been added in 2017 to round out the
cultural smorgasbord.
Warrandyte Festival and local film
company Striking Productions is
hosting an evening of short films
and live music on Friday March 24.
The Warrandyte Film Feast will
offer an eclectic mix of 16 short films
from different genres.
Rough Diamond Pictures’ comedy
Apprentice of the Year has already
garnered accolades as Audience
Favourite at the Made in Melbourne
Film Festival and as Best Film at the
Shepparton Film Festival.
Rob, a lazy builder played by
well-known Australian actor Shane
Jacobson, arrives at a renovation
site with his new apprentice, Kevin.
He goes inside and snoops amongst
the owner’s personal belongings
while Kevin is outside doing all the
work.
The owner comes home while Rob
is in her bedroom, awkward!
Heed — written, directed and
produced by Striking Productions
founder Rosalie Ridler — will be
one of several locally made films to
appear on the night.
A wife, plagued with unrelenting
pain, confronts her “shady” husband
with brutal honesty, forcing a tumultuous struggle for truth and a final
bid for his affection.

This 14-minute adult drama, which
stars a local actress, will have its
official premiere at the Warrandyte
Film Feast.
Director Ryan de Rooy also shot
his film in Warrandyte.
Operative thrusts viewers into
the life of a rebellious mercenary
who, upon seeking revenge on the
man who took her mother’s life,
cripples a secret spy organisation
from within.
Dark Night of the Zomboogies is
a comedy/horror movie that harks
back to the decade between the
mid ‘70s and mid ‘80s when zombies
had personality and filmmakers had
more imagination.
Dia Taylor, director of Soy, The
Naked Wolf and Marital Problems,
among other productions, shot this
film at the end of Melbourne’s Boogie
Nights screening, with limited time,
a tight budget and a talented crew.
Buckle up for a crazy zombie attack
and aftermath, which is sure to have
audiences laughing their heads off!
Other features include: Camille
van Wessem’s ‘Quelle Vie!?’, which
touches on themes of relationships,
truth in advertising and the age-old
question of money versus love.
Autocarrot follows the story of
an irregular support group, and
Leonids is a touching portrayal of
a father and son trying to salvage
their relationship on the eve of an
epic meteor shower.
MC for the evening, Daniel Schepisi, has been involved with numerous
Australian feature films, playing lead

roles in such movies as According to
Ben Adams and No Two Snowflakes.
Last year saw the birth of his international career, playing the lead
in the up-and-coming American film
I, Die.
People’s Choice prizes (sponsored
by Palace Cinemas, local Internet
experts Australia Online and Australian movie streaming service Ozflix)
will be awarded on the night.
With fabulous food and drink
available to purchase and live music
playing prior to the screening and
during intermission, the Warrandyte
Film Feast promises fun and fresh
film experiences.
Note: Please be aware that none
of the films exhibited have been
classified in accordance with the
Australian Classification Board.
Content is varied, uncensored and
may offend some viewers.
In general, films shown earlier in
the evening are considered family-friendly and as such are unlikely
to cause offence.
However, organisers recommend
viewers step out if content is found
to be disturbing.
Screening will take place in The
Lounge on the lower riverbank of
Stiggants Reserve. Viewers can arrive from 6pm; the first film will be
on at 8pm.
A ticket costs $10 and can be
booked online at: trybooking.com/
OPEG
Don’t miss out, film lovers!
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Charter Bus from Warrandyte to Billanook daily
2017 College Tours
Friday 24 March - School at Work Tour
Saturday 6 May - Saturday Morning Tour
Thursday 22 June - School at Work Tour

An Independent, Co-educational School
in the tradition of the Uniting Church
Educating children from
Early Learning to Year 12

Reserve your spot now at www.billanook.vic.edu.au
Tel: 9725 5388 - 197 Cardigan Road, Mooroolbark

Manningham Business
Development Program out now
Find out more about the range of local business events
and development opportunities including workshops,
advisory sessions, networking lunches and more.
To arrange a copy, email
business@manningham.vic.gov.au
Business events are also listed online at
www.manninghambusiness.com.au/events

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK
Visit www.facebook.com/manninghambusiness
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A life remembered in stone

obituary

ALAN B. ALDER
OAM LFAIES
April 18 1928 – February 3 2017

By GARY BIRKETT

ALAN joined the Shire of Doncaster and Templestowe — now
Manningham — unit of the Victoria State Emergency Service
in 1966 at the age of 38.
His long and distinguished volunteer career lasted over half
a century and he was the Unit
Controller for his SES unit for
24 of those years.
His dedication to helping others was a huge driving force in
his life; he was heavily involved
with the Warrandyte Historical Society; the Warrandyte,
Park Orchards, Wonga Park
Police Community Consultative
Committee (W.PO.WP.PCCC);
the Warrandyte Housing and
Support Service and the Manningham Municipal Emergency
Planning Committee.

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071

In 1996, Alan was awarded the
prestigious Medal of the Order
of Australia (OAM) for services
to his community, he was the
Manningham Senior Citizen of
the Year in 2002.
Alan’s contribution to his community was further recognised
in 2003 when he was made a
Rotary International Paul Harris Fellow through the Rotary
Club of Warrandyte.
Manningham SES Unit Controller Greg Mitchell stated:
“I worked with Alan Alder as
a volunteer for 25 years and I
have nothing but pure respect
and admiration for him.
“Alan’s professionalism, honesty, integrity and respect for
others will be sadly missed
within the SES and his community as a whole.”

Yoga, meditation
& creative dance
Release your stress
Improve your well being
Calm your mind in serene
surroundings
Classes for adults & children

91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

5a West End Rd, Warrandyte

warrandytevet.com.au

bhavacentre@gmail.com

9844 1128

By SAMMI TAYLOR

A new monument has been erected
at the Kangaroo Ground Cemetery
in memory of Jon David Johnston,
a climber who passed away in Shishapangma, Tibet, in April 2016.
It is a site to behold, and a celebration of Jon’s life and spirit of
adventure.
The monument is the largest that
the Kangaroo Ground Cemetery has
ever seen, a 1.2sq metre stone cube
that weighs over 5500 kilograms.
The Shanxi black granite stone
was mined from Hunyuan County,
China, and crafted by Lodge Bros
— the stonemasonry company that
built Melbourne’s Shrine of Remembrance.
Susan Johnston, Jon’s wife, says
that he was very clear about how
he wanted to be remembered, typing
up a document back in 2009 for his
after-wishes, and even specifying he
wanted the maximum size allotment
at the KG Cemetery, so that his monument would “perhaps even survive
our species”.
“For as long as I’ve known Jon, he
has loved old cemeteries,” Susan
said.
“During our honeymoon, as we
drove through the back roads of
beautiful New England, we stopped
every time we passed a graveyard;

when the boys were little, Jon would
take them on outings to nearby cemeteries, challenging them to find the
oldest gravestone and as a family
we spend hours wandering through
burial ground wherever we travelled,
from Beechworth to Baja.”
Jon passed away at Shishapangma,
Tibet, the 14th highest mountain in
the world on April 24 2016.
The bodies of Jon and his climbing
companion were never recovered,
and his memorial states: “There we
remain.”
The inscriptions on each
of the four sides of the
monument share details
about Jon’s life in his own
personal voice.
From his climbing expeditions, to his love for his
family and coaching basketball in Park Orchards.
“MY LIFE WAS AWESOME” is inscribed at
the top of one panel, that
lists his loves and achievements.
“Jon was not your typical, ordinary guy, and
his memorial stone isn’t
typical or ordinary either,”
Susan said.
The memorial can be
found at Kangaroo Ground

Cemetery, 545 Eltham-Yarra Glen Rd,
Kangaroo Ground VIC 3097.
If you would like to make a donation in Jon’s name, please visit the
Alex Lowe Charitable foundation
page online, where all donations will
go towards building the Khumbu
Climbing Centre in Nepal.
To make a donation:
www.alexlowe.org
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Wonderwomen
walk for charity

buzz about town
Event: ‘Thanking God for Animals’
Place: St Stephen’s Anglican Church
When: Sunday March 19
Time: 10am
Contact: Rev. Maria Brand for further inquiries 0423 093 967
Enchoir will be there along with a debut performance by
Warrandyte ‘Popster’ children’s choir. Bring your animals
along to church and have lots of fun afterwards with prizes
to be won in great pet competitions.
Event: Film Society – Tim
Place: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When: Friday March 17
Time: 7pm for 7:30pm start
Cost: Membership till the end of June $25
Contact: www.warrandyteneibourhoodhouse.org.au
admin@wnh.org.au or 9844 1839
Event: Parent & Child exercise (NIA)
Place: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When: Every Wednesday during school terms
Time: 9:15 – 10:15am
Contact: www.warrandyteneibourhoodhouse.org.au
admin@wnh.org.au or 9844 1839
Event: Brain Gym with Mary Nicholls
Place: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When: Saturday March 4
Time: 1pm – 4:30pm
Cost: $45
Contact: www.warrandyteneibourhoodhouse.org.au
admin@wnh.org.au or 9844 1839
Event: Life Assist presentation, Q&A & morning tea
Place: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When: Wed March 8
Time: 11:30am
Cost: $5
Contact: www.warrandyteneibourhoodhouse.org.au
admin@wnh.org.au or 9844 1839
Event: The Grand Read – Poetry and Prose in the Pub
Place: The Grand Hotel Warrandyte
When: Tuesday March 28
Time: 7pm for a 7:30pm start
Cost: $20
Contact: www.warrandyteneibourhoodhouse.org.au
admin@wnh.org.au or 9844 1839

Raw on
the road
By JAMES POYNER

THE venue for the Melbourne gala screening
was a long way from Warrandyte, but Alan
Murray and Janette Murray-Wakelin had run
around Australia to make this documentary
so the least I could do was shuffle down to
North Melbourne on a cold wet summers day
in February to witness the spectacle of their
achievement.
On New Years’ Day 2014 Alan and Janette,
formerly of Warrandyte finished their marathon of marathons at Stiggants Reserve after
running a marathon a day for 366 consecutive days around the coast of Australia and
Tasmania.
Raw: The Documentary follows the couple
on their trip around Australia and is brimming
with amusing anecdotes about the people
and animals they inspired, as well as the benefits of eating and living an ethical lifestyle.
The film is currently touring Australia but
is available on pre-order from the couple’s
website.
Warrandyte is sporting a lot of creative and
athletic talent at the moment and it is nice to
add Janette and Alan’s film to our growing list.

Event: Real Men Sing – Melbourne Harmony Chorus
Place: Uniting Church Hall, 152 Andersons Creek Road,
East Doncaster
When: Monday April 3
Time: 7:15pm
Cost: Free!
Men aged 18 to 88 are invited to come along and be introduced to the thrill of barbershop singing. Unable to read
music or haven’t sung for awhile — no worries — you just
need to sing in tune and have a fun and enjoyable evening.
Contact: Robert Turnbull on 0417 358 042 or enquiries@
melbournaires.com and www.melbournaires.com
Event: Yarra Valley View Club lunch
Place: Chirnside Park County Club
When: Tuesday March 28
Time: 12 noon
Enquiries on 0438 625 556 0r 0409 403 968.
Bookings essential, visitors welcome.
Event: The Teskey Brothers
Place: RSL Warrandyte
When: Sunday March 26
Time: 4 – 8pm
Come along and enjoy the amazing Teskey Brothers who
have just released their new album. BYO nibbles platter
welcome. Sausage sizzle at 6pm. Drinks at bar prices. Band
box donation. All welcome.
CHURCH SERVICES
Uniting – 9844 0674 Sunday at 10:15am
Community – 9844 4148 Sunday at 10am
Anglican – 0423 093 967 Sunday at 10am
Catholic – 9876 1509 Sunday at 10:30am at Park Orchards
Second Sunday at 5pm in Warrandyte
INTERCHURCH
Office bearers for 2017 are President Bill Valentine, Vice
President Ann Ley,
Secretary John Hanson and Treasurer rob van Gestel

By DEBI SLINGER

EIGHT local mums are embarking on
a 100-kilometre walk in April to raise
money to tackle poverty around the
world.
The Oxfam Trailwalker Event will
be a big challenge for these women,
but they are already on the path to
success.
Sarah Qualtrough, Bronwyn Fry, Jo
McCarthy, Anne-Marie King, Bonny
Miller, Sophie Parsons, Sophie
Barrison and Sylvia James have
been training every weekend since
Christmas.
Entering two teams and calling
themselves the Wondering Women,
they are eager to keep up their training schedule so they will be at their
best on April 7.
They acknowledge walking the
100kms will be a life-changing experience for them — they recognise
that they live in a great country with
clean water, fresh food and a roof
over their heads, so raising funds to
support people living in poverty is a
high priority.
With 17 children between them
ranging in age from 18 months to 21

years, they have found co-ordinating
time to meet collectively to walk
sections of the trail is no mean feat
and acknowledge the support of
their husbands and extended family.
This year’s Oxfam Trailwalker
starts from Jells Park in Wheelers Hill and ends 100kms away in
Wesburn. The walk will take them
through densely forested parts of
the Dandenong Ranges and Yarra
Valley National Parks before pouring
into the plains of the Warburton
Valley.
The team intend to post photos
to their Facebook page (Wondering
Women) during the Trailwalk so
their supporters can follow their
journey. Their goal is to complete
the Trailwalk in 33 hours.
With one member of the team
having participated previously, they
believe it is very achievable.
With the assistance of local businesses such as the IGA and the
Warrandyte Bakery, Wondering
Women will hold a sausage sizzle at
the IGA on Saturday April 1, as well
as a morning tea to continue to raise
money for the walk.

If you would like
to contribute to the
‘team’ please go to
this link

www.rawveganpath.com

trailwalker.oxfam.org.au/my/
team/26305

WARRANDYTE MANIPULATIVE
PHYSIOTHERAPY CENTRE

Hypnotherapy & Healing

9844 1566
Paul Gilling and Rebecca Van Der Jagt
2 Trezise Street Warrandyte Vic 3113
fax 9844 4090

Are you stuck? Confused? Needing to find direction?
Caught up in compulsive or addictive patterns? Need to quit
smoking? Or to lose weight? Depressed, anxious, & wanting
change? Needing change but unsure how to proceed?

0415 443 148
www.ktchinesemedicine.com

Hypnotherapy is a safe & effective way
to find the future you want.
Malcolm Dart | Dip Clinical Hypnotherapy, Member AHA
Ph 0412 041 402 | LiveYourLightHypnotherapy.com.au
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Diary goes down memory lane

While Warrandyte
was enjoying the
summer holidays
and enduring the
40+ degree summer
heat, The Diary’s
cadet reporter
SAMMI TAYLOR
was navigating the
snow and below
zero temperatures
in Central and
Eastern Europe.
She shares her
favourite places to
see, eat and stay.
LAST December I packed my life
into a backpack and jumped on a
plane — or three — to find myself
in Berlin, Germany.
I had no itinerary, no plans, and no
idea what I was doing.
The next few weeks were a
whirlwind of incredible people,
cross-country bus trips, cheap
hostels, great food and some of the
most beautiful cities I have ever laid
eyes on.
While it seems like backpacking
around Europe for a few months is
something of a rite of passage for
Australian students, it is important
for me to recognise what an immense privilege it was to have the
ability to venture overseas.
I am incredibly grateful for the
experience, and would love to share
some of my favourite places with
Diary readers.

TRAVEL does not always need to be out-of-country as locals Greg and Glo Lawrence illustrated
when they paid their regular February visit to Peter “Grubby” and Jenny Stubbs at their beautiful
property overlooking Apollo Bay.
Pete and Jenny moved to Warrandyte in 1976
and lived here for many years.
During their time in Warrandyte they were very
involved in the community, Jenny was a very
accomplished tennis player and competed with
several teams including mid-week Ladies and
Wednesday night mixed Wine Buffs.
Pete is well known for The Grubby and Dee Dee

Show on the radio and currently works at 3AW on
weekends during the off-footy season.
Of course, they look forward to hearing all about
Warrandyte and Greg and Glo give them the
Warrandyte lo-down as well as furnishing them
with a fresh copy of the Diary whenever possible.
This photo is taken on the deck of their lovely
home with the rolling hills and ocean in the
background.
Send your entries to info@warrandytediary.
com.au with Diary Goes Global in the subject
line and be in the running to win a weekend
away at Crystal Brook Holiday Park.

Berlin, Germany
Berlin is a winter wonderland in
December: snow covers every roof,
the Christmas markets are sparkling
and magical, and the mulled wine is
to die for.
It is a city of heart-breaking history,
visiting the Jewish memorial and museum has affected me in a profound
way and required a few moments of
reflection.
Check out the Brandenburg gate
— and take your obligatory selfies
there — before heading to the markets for tasty street food: bratwurst
sausages, Berliner donuts and hot
apple cider.

For the best cafés and bars, you
need to make your way to Mitte, it
is Germany’s Brunswick, a hipster’s
paradise of brunch and local craft
beer.
Salzburg, Austria.
Salzburg is the home of The Sound
of Music, and boy, this city won’t
let you forget that. Do Re Mi and
Edelweiss seem to play on repeat in
the streets — or maybe it is just in
your head?
For any fans of the movie or Julie
Andrews, a Sound of Music tour is a
must, they bus you to key locations
from the film and take you up into
the mountains to see the incredible
and expansive lakes.
You can spend a whole day at the
Festung Hohensalzburg, a castle
built in 1077 that towers over Salzburg’s old town square.
Classical music fans will have a
field day in this city, the birth place
of composer Mozart.
Prague, Czech Republic
Prague was my favourite city in
Europe. It is so beautiful it is hard
to even believe it is real.
It is also one of the cheapest cities
in Europe: a local beer should not
cost more than 50c AUD and dinner
will set you back a handful of coins.
Prague Castle provides the most
breathtaking view of the whole city.
Make sure you climb to the very
top of the observation tower and
take your camera.
My advice: spend an entire day
just walking around. Every street is
a new surprise, the architecture is
storybook perfect and the Old Town
Square is a whole heap of fun.
Eat where the locals eat: if the table
service is bad or non-existent, then
you know the food is good.
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Amsterdam is a wild ride from start
to finish.
Do not go past the Van Gogh Museum or the Rijksmuseum, no matter
how hung-over you might be from
the night before.
The Anne Frank Huis should be at
the top of your list of things to do
— a sombre, serious and fascinating
place for reflection and history.
Amsterdam is filled with hidden
gems: cafes and bars jam-packed
with local delicacies and sweets.
The best apple pie in the whole
world can be found at Winkel 4; you
might have to line up for half an
hour, or eat it standing up because
the small café is so busy but it is
worth it.
Amsterdam is also home to some
seriously great Indonesian restaurants that are deserving of a visit.
Take a boat ride down the canal
or hire bikes to cycle through Vondelpark. It is all a little bit magical.

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

The only place to stay in
a cabin, in a caravan or
for a camping experience
n Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover
‘al fresco’ area
n Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
n We host local birthday parties!
n Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
n Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!
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Let’s talk Tapas
Hi Carolyn
My wife and I are planning
a holiday to Spain later
this year. Do you have any
insider tips you can share?
Richard, North Warrandyte
Spain today embraces its
heritage with 17 different
regions to explore.
It is home to the three
most important World Heritage sites
for humanity.
Spain’s heritage listings include
entire cities and historical regions
such as Salamanca, Toledo, Caceres,
Avila and Segovia.
Barcelona is a perfect starting
point for your Spanish sojourn.
This cosmopolitan city is home
to the fantastical Sagrada Famila
church by Antoni Gaudi and the
famous Picasso Museum.
It is also the perfect introduction to
the wonderful gastronomic delights
of northern Spain.
Head to one of the many bars and
start with some Tapas, small dishes
of food that are served to be shared.
They can vary widely and cover
anything from a bowl of almonds or
olives to a plate of grilled prawns.
Travelling in Spain is not difficult.
Why not choose a variety of different travel modes?
El Transcantabico is a classic train
journey winding its way through the
north from San Sebastian to Santiago
de Compostela.
Sit back, relax and enjoy the passing mountains, lakes and majestic
seascapes.
Time stands still as you pass traditional fishing villages, ancient cities
and mountain hamlets. Moving
south, perhaps hire a car to discover,
at your own pace, charming white
washed villages such as Arcos de
la Frontera.
When choosing your accommodation be sure to include a stay or two
at a Paradore.
These are unique government
run establishments offering good
food and regional accommodation
in areas where there was none
previously.
They are ideally located in ancient
buildings, old palaces, castles and
monasteries.
Our travel exper t, Carolyn is
Manager of Warrandyte Travel
and Cruise.
Email her at carolyn@warran
dytetravel.com.au
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garden
By KATHY GARDINER

MARCH in Warrandyte brings the
Warrandyte Market on the first
Saturday of the month and the Warrandyte Festival on the last; both are
great opportunities to buy seedlings,
tube stock, native and indigenous
stock and potted plants for your
Warrandyte garden.
Often these plants are “toughened”
ones, not the ones that have been
primped and primed and grown in
perfect growing conditions so I find
they settle into the ground quickly.
It is a great chance to buy a bunch
of sunflowers (or banksias), when
you have missed the timing to sow
seeds — usually sunflower seeds
need to be planted anytime between
August and January.
Choose which type you would like
to grow, there are tall ones, short
ones, double blooms and different
colours.
Sunflowers need six to eight hours
of sunshine a day, so pick a sunny
but well drained spot in your garden
to plant the seeds.
If you have sunflowers growing
now (lucky you) make sure you save
the seeds for next year’s crop or to
share with family and friends.
Seed and cutting sharing brings
communities together, a floral token
of cuttings interspersed with stems
of flowers from the garden wrapped
in brown paper is a gift that will
brighten most people’s day.
Warrandyte birds love cotoneaster
trees and their berries; a veritable
smorgasbord for parrots, finches
and wrens.
They are a weed in Warrandyte so
we need to be vigilant when we are
out walking in the bushland or by
the river.
Try to be on the look-out for weedy
nasties and pull them out — don’t
wait for the Council to come through
and “nuke” them with poisons.
So sweet pittosporum, thistles,
cotoneaster, agapanthus, blackberries, nettles, broom, if you see little
seedlings or small sucker pull it out,
don’t leave it for someone else.
These all grow so quickly in just a
week; if we, as a community, are on
the look-out for weedy plants then
we can make a positive impact on

the green edge
By REV-BECCA LEE

TUMULTUOUS times are abounding
in the energy arena at present.
We are seeing some positive
progress towards cleaning up our
Electricity Grid, with the closure
of Australia’s dirtiest coal power
station in Hazelwood at the end of
this month, the massive increase of
rooftop solar energy being produced
by consumers-cum-generators (now
more than twice as much energy
as the country’s largest power station!), and a new tidal power pilot
project currently generating 250kW
off the coast of Victoria.
The federal government have even
started talking about utilising the
cleaner options of battery storage
and pumped hydro to assist stability in the grid during peak demand
times.
The good news is unfortunately
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A gardener’s guide to autumn

the bushland.
If you are unsure what the plant
is make sure you research what are
weeds and what are indigenous,
what should be there and what
shouldn’t.
Pick up one of the booklets produced by Manningham council on
the Weeds of Manningham and Native
Splendor, available at the council or
various locations around Warrandyte – they are great FREE resources.
Take notice of what birds are visiting your garden and where they like
hanging out.
I have a willy wagtail that is always
waiting for me when I go out the door
and accompanies me when I make
rounds of the garden.
Make sure when you are selecting
or designing with plants you have
an idea of what birds you would like
to attract.
Choose plants of different heights
or layers.
Make sure you plant at least some

local native plants like tea trees
(leptospermum), hakeas, correas,
wattles, kunzeas and paperbarks
(melaleuca) to name a few; as well
as providing nectar, these plants
attract insects that are another food
source for birds.
Small flowered grevilleas bring
little birds into the garden — the pardalotes, wrens and fire tail finches.
Seed eating finches and parrots
love the native grasses as well, and
the thin leaves provide nesting material for all.
Ringtail possums use the melaleuca twigs and leaves in constructing
their “dreys” or nests.

for the birds; many little birds prefer
dense and prickly shrubs in which
they make their nest, find food and
feel safe from predators.
Acacia, bursaria, hakeas, isopogon
(related to grevilleas and banksias),
leptospermum, proteas and prostanthera are all great first choices
when buying plants for Warrandyte
gardens.
Don’t forget March is the month
for deadheading everything that has
flowered over the summer. Prune
crepe myrtles, buddleias, deadhead
agapanthus, native hibiscus (alyogyne huegelii), plumbago, rosemary,
lavenders, roses, summer flowering

Have a go at putting in some nesting boxes into the garden.
Different birds like different shaped
boxes so do some research into
what the bird you are attempting to
attract prefers, but make sure you
keep an eye on the nesting box to
make sure you don’t attract squatters in the form of starlings, mynas
or wasps.
Plant plants that provide shelter

bulbs and annuals.
Top up your mulch but keep in
mind fire retardant mulches as the
fire danger period is not yet over.
Inorganic materials such as coarse
gravel or pebbles provide a non-flammable option, or you can also use
succulents as a fire-retardant ground
cover.
Closely grouped strappy leaved
plants can also be fire retardant as

embers will drop on the leaves rather than the dead leaf matter of mulch
(lomandras, dianellas and dietes are
easy care examples of these).
Near the end of March is a great
time for some early Autumn planting
so do some planning and research
now.
It is the perfect time to plant evergreen trees and shrubs.
Acacias, eucalyptus, emu bushes
(eremophila), Grevilleas, magnolias
(michelia fuscata) for example will
all do well now.
The soil will be warm and damp
and it gets plants off to a good start,
enabling the roots to grow and establish before the cold of winter.
Start to pull out the summer
flowering vegetables (pop into the
compost heap) and prepare the soil
for the winter vegetable planting.
March is the time to plant cabbage,
onions, silverbeet, spring onions,
turnips and beetroot.
Broccoli, cabbage and brussel
sprouts are the easiest to grow for
someone just becoming interested in
having a vegetable garden.
All need to be planted in March
either as seedlings or seeds directly
into a well-prepared bed with plenty
of organic matter (compost, animal
manure) and a complete fertiliser
added to it.
Cauliflower takes a long time to
grow (between 14 and 24 weeks) so
be patient.
Maybe try planting some warrigal
greens or finger limes as a couple of
easy to grow native options—use
warrigal greens as a substitute for
spinach or silver beet in recipes.
I would recommend planting in a
pot as it tend to take off.
Finger limes bushes have spiky
foliage which can serve as a nesting
site for small birds.
You will need to protect it from
frost.
So while the weather is still delicious get out there in the garden.
Experiment with new plants, notice
the small visitors to the garden,
make mistakes, learn from them, talk
to others, read, google and every day
feel blessed that we live in beautiful
Warrandyte.

Power play:
let’s get clear on what’s clean
being overshadowed by non-factual
negative talk about instability renewable energy creates in the grid,
and the Prime Minister revisiting the
contradictory catch-phrase concept
of Clean Coal (I believe they mean
‘cleaner’).
Many are beginning to ponder who
stands to benefit from this throwback to the pre-Inconvenient-Truth
era, and how (and why) they are creating this doubt in people’s minds
about the viability of a clean energy
future for Australia.
Could the fossil fuel lobby possibly
have that much sway?
If you followed the mainstream
media narrative over the last few
months, you could be forgiven for
thinking that renewable energy was
actually causing recent failures in
South Australia’s electricity network

— despite this contradicting all the
evidence.
Official reports indicate the most
recent blackout on February 8 was
caused by a number of factors, including an incorrect forecast of wind
generation, the underestimation of
the predicted usage by consumers,
overuse of electricity by industry at
peak time, an overload of the interconnector from Victoria, and failure
to turn on other available generators
which led to the outages.
Yet the media seem to jump at the
chance to criticise the wind for not
blowing the way it was predicted
to, rather than pointing out that
the backup generators take far too
long to fire up when they need to
be called on — several hours for
gas-fired power stations and up to
days for coal power stations — so
are not very responsive to poorly
predicted events.
Clean Coal as a convenient business-as-usual source of baseload
power is a concept clearly designed
by a marketing genius!
It doesn’t take much to figure out
that digging up, transporting and
burning tonnes of coal produces
carbon emissions.
Even if the $590 million our governments have invested in Clean Coal
technological research and pilot
projects since 2009 could manage to
produce a result in reducing carbon
emissions by the “up to 40%” of a
regular coal power plant, that is still
a much dirtier power station than a
solar, wind or tidal farm.

So how can we transition
to a reliable clean power
economy with renewables?
The wholesale electricity market
is highly volatile, with spot prices
fluctuating between $0 and $14 per
kilowatt hour.
The Victorian average price this
year to date is 4.4c per kilowatt hour
— compared to 6.1c/kWh 10 years
ago interestingly.
Demand and supply dictate these
wholesale spot prices, which currently are fixed in half hour blocks,
but will soon vary every 5 minutes.
At the peak demand times when our
power retailers are paying over $10
per kWh (when they charge us about
30c/kWh to buy it), there is obviously
a problem.
Here lies the opportunity for stored
energy; the chance to be able to
sell into the grid during these peak
times when it’s desperately needed,
for much more favourable financial
returns.
On the small scale, grid-connected
consumers with solar power and
battery storage systems are able to
take advantage of these spikes in
spot-prices on the wholesale electricity market.
Add-ons such as the Reposit Box allow your power company (with your
permission) to use pricing trigger
points to draw your battery power
into the grid at times of peak demand,
when the spot price for them to buy
grid power is sky-high.
Companies such as Diamond Ener-

gy offer “GridCredits” of $1 per kWh
under their arrangement, which is
much higher than any Feed-In Tariff.
There is a great opportunity here
to create a decentralised community
power station of sorts.
The benefit of power companies
encouraging this type of consumer
energy storage capacity is obvious,
there is no investment required on
their part.
The large-scale opportunity is harder, due to high costs of energy storage
systems at present.
Models do exist where solar energy
is stored in towers of molten salt,
which can then deliver energy to the
grid after dark, or whenever required
— and the cost of lithium battery
storage is rapidly falling.
There are viable options for the
future.
If the electricity is there to be
dumped into the grid in peak demand
times, this will lower the spot prices,
and therefore overall retail prices too
Beyond Zero Emissions developed
their Stationary Energy Plan several
years ago, which was a 10-year roadmap to 100% renewable energy in
Australia, costing very little in the
scheme of things. Sadly, it has not
been adopted, and we still seem to
expect the government to solve this
problem through taxpayer funded
investments or incentives.
We have so many solutions at our
fingertips, and are on the brink of
massive change in this space.
I look forward to keeping you informed through this column as new
developments arise.
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Creatures great and small

nature
By LINDA ROGAN

A Queensland beauty
DRAMATIC black, yellow, red and
pale blue wings decorate the regent
skipper. Perhaps named for its
spectacular colour, but it is also one
of the largest of Australian skipper
butterflies. It is unusual in that the
male is the only butterfly that can
lock its fore and hind wings together
during flight, a feature that is common among moths.
Quick flying in the daytime, my
photos were possible as our hosts
at Atherton Tableland Birdwatcher’s
cabin had provided a light and sheet
under shelter to attract insects at
night. A wonderful range of colourful
moths, cicadas and other insects
were photographed.
Most unusual was a male Monteith’s leaf-insect—Australia’s only
true leaf-insect; there are about a
dozen sightings on the Atlas of Living Australia (ALA).

longer than Julian’s hand-span.
His photos allowed Matthew Connors on BowerBird to identify the
pink-winged phasma.
Matthew’s comment was: “A fantastic sighting! An adult female and
the first ALA record of the species
from Victoria”. See the photo in link
below.

and sight a male koel. It was glossy
black with a striking red eye.
This was the first “new” bird to be
added to my backyard bird list in a
long time”.
Koel facts: the koel is in the cuckoo
family.
It lays a single egg in the nest of
other birds such as the red wattlebird and being larger than its hosts
forces other chicks and eggs out of
the nest.
It is seen in southern areas from
October to March becoming increasingly common around city areas
such as Melbourne.
The male’s distinctive call includes
a slow ‘kooeel’ is often heard before
the bird is seen.
Keep an eye and ear out around
Warrandyte.

St Andrew’s cross spiderlings
This has been a wonderful summer
for invertebrates just warm enough
and damp enough for many insects
and spiders to thrive.
“Come see what I have in my window”, a neighbour pleaded.
I set off with my camera; from
inside I could see a large spider had
built an exquisite web.
She had crafted a dramatic zipper-like X and she placed herself in
the centre, aligning two each of her
legs with each arm of the X.
Photo: Linda Rogan

spider.
At the top of the window the spider
had hung two pear shaped egg-sacks
and had started work on a third.
One was surrounded by tiny spiderlings, apparently newly emerged.
There could be no doubt that this
was a female St. Andrew’s cross
spider.

Pink-winged phasma
Meanwhile at Menzies Creek, Julian Wilkes who, is regenerating his
bushland property, photographed
a green stick insect that appeared

Arachnophiles can see these spiderlings on BowerBird link below or
read about this spider on the link at
the Australian Museum.
This ribbon-like silk reflects ultra-violet light strongly; since insects
often use such light on flowers to
help locate food, this may well attract flying insects as food for the

Bird report:
Not a good birdo, I plan to seek
reports from other locals; this one
covers sightings from mid-October
to the present.

From Glenn of Warrandyte: “On
the big Yarra Glen floodplain we observed the sea eagle on its huge nest
with the nestling poking its head out
on October 15.
“The next was a group of three bassian thrushes on the walking track
at Pound bend on October 25, a bird
that I haven’t seen much of over the
past decade.
“It looked as though two were busy
feeding what I assumed was the
youngest of the party.
“On November 1 we found the nest
of the golden whistler just above our
heads on the Pound Bend walking
track.”
From Joan of Templestowe: “Before
Christmas, I was so excited to hear

The month ahead:
If March weather continues to be
kind, the imperial blue butterfly
colonies will carry-on.
Saltbushes will be covered with
red berries and the saltbush blue
butterfly should be found nearby.
Watch for large congregations
of the harmless orange and black
plague beetles and if you are very
lucky you might hear or see a koel
before they head back north.
Photo of pink-winged phasma http://www.bowerbird.org.au/observ
tions/81812
St Andrew’s cross spider http://www.
bowerbird.org.au/observa
tions/81188 and https://austra
lianmuseum.net.au/st-andrewscross-spider
For more information on koels:
http://www.birdsinbackyards.
net/species/Eudynamys-orie
talis

Ponderance

corner of my eye
By JO FRENCH

THE first Saturday of the month is
always marked on the calendar:
**MARKET**
I don’t want to miss it, but often do
and I’ve been known to harbour that
disappointment for several hours
upon realising the day or time has
passed.
All other plans for the day are
made around this all-important trip
to the market.

We set off with the
idea that the children,
four of them, aged
between six and nine,
would be happy souls
I phoned a couple of friends, set up
the rendezvous point and we met,
with kids in tow, to wander along
the river.
I’m sure most readers have enjoyed the market walk so I will not go
into details of stalls and stallholders,
sights and sounds.

You know it well. But this particular market trip stands out amongst
others.
We set off with the idea that the
children, four of them, aged between
six and nine, would be happy souls,
wandering under gum trees with
money in pockets and the promise
of frozen yoghurt to spur them on if
they grew weary.
We had visions of children skipping
through the dust under a canopy
of gum trees, happy to be beyond
walls.
It didn’t take long before this vision of ‘free range’ had turned into
the dusty reality of hot and grumpy
children, and the coffee van seemed
to be an ever moving mirage.
Our dreams of being earth mothers wandering by the river were
fading with each utterance from the
mouths of our babes.
We didn’t walk the full stretch of
the market last month, although we
did make it to coffee, run into friends
and join the queue at the frozen
yoghurt van.
As we headed to our cars we
laughed at ourselves, we are just not
the earth-mother type.
In the weeks since this market trip I

have been pondering the idea of “the
absence of annoyance”, a phrase
often linked to the Danish concept
of “Hygge”, pronounced “hue-gah”,
that is described as the philosophy
of enjoying life’s simple pleasures.

Blessed are we who
can laugh at ourselves
for we shall never
cease to be amused
– Proverb
The “absence of annoyance” is a
place in which we can reside between ease and effort.
Where gritted teeth are replaced
by a calm breath — an eternal yoga
session.
Grace seems to be the key to this
place of residence, grace in movement, in thought and in response.
Effort is required, but, as in all
things worthwhile, the more I practice this mindset, the easier it is
becoming.

CYRIL

AUSTRALIAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE SOCIETY MEMBER 25371

MUSCLE MANIPULATION CLINIC

A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning
muscles, tendons & ligaments – this manipulation simply works!
Suite 3, 35-37 Drysdale Road, Warrandyte 9844 5495
Checkout our reviews on Facebook

I observed our household one afternoon, I sat back deliberately and
listened to everyone interacting; I
heard in them what I hear so often
in myself — annoyance.
I listed the things that annoy each
of us all regularly: the dog that is
underfoot as we work in the kitchen,
is also the dog that greets us when
we walk in the door and sleeps at the
feet of the one that is burning the
midnight oil; the child that causes
me to grit my teeth is also the one
that hangs on for a longer cuddle at
the end of the day; the dishes left on
the dining table are evidence that
someone has stopped awhile and
been at home rather than rushing
out the door.
We don’t want to take away the
things that are annoying us, for life
would be lonely, that I am certain
of, instead I choose the absence of
annoyance.
Next, I decided to tackle rush.
The idea is not new, I know, but it’s
new to me.
Deciding not to rush to the next
task but instead to stay focussed
on what is at hand, is, I can honestly
report, keeping my heart rate down
a little.

This insight came after spending
time with my 23-year-old daughter
recently.
We had gone supermarket shopping together and I heard myself say
in so many different ways, hurry up; I
used ‘come on’, ‘let’s go’, ‘you go get
this, I will get that’, ‘let’s get this over
and done with,’ and other phrases
that maybe you have used too.
We rushed, we sighed impatiently
at the queue at the checkout, (how
dare everyone else be shopping at
the same time we are), we loaded
and unloaded, then moved on to the
next thing in our day.
Later, I reflected on the shopping
trip and realised that it was more
about spending a few hours with her
than getting the job done.
We don’t shop together very often,
actually we don’t do a lot together
these days.
I was thinking over how that time
could have been different had I
switched off ‘rush’, all that was
needed was a little tweak.
So next market day my friends and
I will meet up again to grab a coffee
and wander — with kids in tow — I’ll
let you know how it goes.

By PAUL WILLIAMS
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Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms
Proudly supporting the community since 2002

2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

Tired muscles? Sore joints??
Proudly
community
sincebe
2002
With the year
well supporting
underway,theyour
body may
in need of a
little attention. Whether it is preparing for the winter preTiredﬁnals,
muscles?
Sore
joints?? Osteopathy
season or summer
pop into
Warrandyte
and let us help you!

With the year well underway, your body may be in need of a
littleeverything
attention. Whether
it is preparing
forpain
the winter
pre- to
We treat
from head
and neck
right down
season or summer ﬁnals, pop into Warrandyte Osteopathy
foot and toe problems.
and let us help you!

We are
6 days a from
week,
so and
either
call
usright
on 9844
Weopen
treat everything
head
neck
pain
down 2465,
to
foot
and
toe
problems.
go online to melbourneosteopathy.org and follow the
prompts.

New doctors
now taking new patients

Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne Hill Road
Warrandyte, 3113
Shop 2, 90-92
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients

We are open 6 days a week, so either call us on 9844 2465,
go online to melbourneosteopathy.org and follow the
prompts.

Melbourne Hill Road
Warrandyte, 3113
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)

Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimos
Dr Irina Fast
Dr Ashraf Zakhary
OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm
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Sunday 2 April
10am-4pm
Free family event

Open Farm Day is bigger than ever this year
with farms in Nillumbik, Whittlesea and the
Kinglake Ranges opening their gates to
showcase farming on Melbourne’s fringe.

Y
TR EE
EN FR
IS

Open
Farm Day

Writing and Poetry Awards 2017
Entries for the Alan Marshall Short Story
Award and Nillumbik Ekphrasis Poetry
Award close on Friday 31 March.
Entry is free for Nillumbik writers and
poets. Winning entries will be included in
the 2017 Literary Nillumbik anthology.
(03) 9433 3126
artsinfo@nillumbik.vic.gov.au
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/arts

www.theartisanhills.vic.gov.au/openfarmday
9433 3316
facebook.com/openfarmday

Detox your home
Do you need to safely dispose of unwanted or
out-of-date household chemicals?

Writers are invited to submit short
stories up to 2500 words.
Open: Prize $2,000 plus mentoring and
membership with Australian
Society of Authors
Local: Prize $700 plus mentoring and
membership with Writers Victoria

Doncaster East
8am–4pm
Saturday 25 March 2017
Site address provided
upon registration

ES H
OS RC
CL MA
31

Register now for the Victorian Government’s safe,
free and easy-to-use Detox your Home collection.

POETRY AWARD 2017

More info and to register:
sustainability.vic.gov.au/detoxyourhome

Check out the great range of environmental
activities and workshops on offer during autumn
by visiting nillumbik.vic.gov.au/EnviroEvents
You can also subscribe to the Nillumbik
Environment Network and receive a monthly
9433 3316
Fringe Focus e-newsletter. Call
for more information.

Small business workshops
At this workshop you will learn to assess the
business potential of your idea, innovation or
invention and get the right support and advice.

ES H
OS RC
CL MA
31

Experience farm tours, demonstrations,
animals, product tastings, and find out more
about the region’s wonderful produce. Pick up
a trail map and start planning your Open Farm
Day adventure.

Autumn workshops

Poets are invited to respond to one
or more of selected Nillumbik public
artworks in poems up to 12 lines long
Prize: Open: $550 Local: $350 Youth: $200

Presenter Brian Oldland has 25 years’ experience
consulting and mentoring a range of companies
From protecting your intellectual property, to market
validation, market entry strategy and realistic financial
needs assessment you will learn all you need to plan
each stage of how you will get your idea to the market
to create a profitable business.
When:

Wednesday 29 March and
Wednesday 19 April
Where:
Civic Centre, Greensborough
Time:
$75 per person
Bookings: business.vic.gov.au/workshops

Kerbside bin collection
Bins will not be collected on Friday
14 April (Good Friday); they will be
collected the following day
(Saturday 15 April).
Bins will not be collected on Tuesday 25
April (Anzac Day), they will be collected
the following day (Wednesday 26 April).
Bins for the remainder of that
week will be collected one day
later than normal:
• Wednesday bins will be
collected Thursday
• Thursday bins will be collected Friday
• Friday bins will be collected Saturday

Civic Centre

Civic Drive, Greensborough
Monday 13 March
Friday 14 April
Monday 17 April
Tuesday 25 April

closed
closed
closed
closed

Recycling & Recovery Centre
and Reuse Shop

What’s On?
Have you checked out Council’s new events group?
What’s On in Nillumbik is a place for community
members to advertise all events happening in the Shire.
Search ‘What’s on in Nillumbik’ via Facebook to
join the group and find out what’s happening in your
local area.

www.facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil

Holiday hours

290 Yan Yean Road, Plenty
Monday 13 March
Friday 14 April
Saturday 15 April
Sunday 16 April
Monday 17 April

@nillumbikshire

closed
closed
closed
closed
closed

www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au

WARRANDYTE bradley curtis painting &
ELECTRICIAN
✷✷ GLASS ✷✷
decorating
All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

▲ Domestic
▲ Commercial
▲ Industrial and Airconditioning Installation
and Maintenance all areas

Phone 9844 2135

Mobile 0418 333 979
NO JOB TOO SMALL
REC no. 6161

Andrew John
Managing Director

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote
DIARY ADVERTISING WORKS CALL BRIONY 9844 0555

Mowing

COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC REPAIRS
Licensed Roof Plumbers
• Re-roofing & New Roofs
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Skylights & Whirlybirds

• Gutterguard & Leaks
• Rainwater Tanks
• Insulation

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490
selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au

A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS
and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

Economical Repairs to:
TVs, DVDs, Hi-Fi, Computers, Telephones,
Electronic Equipment, Appliances
Computers: Laptops & Desktops
Telephones:
Repairs, Advice, Cleanup
Moves, New Batteries
Virus Removal, Wi-Fi
Extra Phone Sockets
Broadband Installation
ACA Licensed Cabler

DAVID HOGG 9844 2360

Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron

&

Gardening

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

All aspects of
gardening,
brushcutting,
chainsaw & odd jobs

NEIL CARTER

0408 592 795
or 5786 5666

0418 357 282
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Saturday afternoons come alive at WTC Warrandyte Derby
WITH the introduction of weeknight
tennis competitions and everyone’s
increasingly busy lives, the traditional Saturday afternoon “spot of tennis” has become a thing of the past.
However, Warrandyte Tennis Club
is bucking the trend and, thanks
to the work of the club’s coaches
and some former coaches, bringing
Saturday afternoon tennis back into
fashion.
The club currently has four teams
on Saturday afternoon and they reckon there is something for everyone.
All teams are “open” which means
that men and women can play in any
team based purely on standard.
There are also singles/doubles
formats and doubles only.

es at the club, it is like a three hour
playing lesson,” Craig Haslam said.
The club is also home to the Missing Link Open Doubles team lead
by Brendan Hogan and John Edsell,
who have been playing Saturday
afternoons for many years.
Pennant
Pennant is also an important part
of the club’s regular Saturday afternoons and gives aspiring tennis
players the chance to mix it with the
best in the Melbourne metro area.
This winter we will have two
teams in Victoria’s biggest club
competition.

Late last year three of WTC’s elite
juniors represented the local association in Junior Pennant.
These players represented WTC
in the Eastern Region against associations such as Peninsula and
Geelong Coast.
This was a great opportunity for
the kids to compete against and
meet new friends who are equally
passionate about their tennis.
For Information on Saturday afternoon competitions (as well as weeknight competitions) please contact
Craig Haslam: info@thetennisguru.
com.au or 0488 722 538.

Matthew Quick, James Termorshuizen and Dan Mizzi

Eastern Region
The club’s section one team, headed by coaches Craig Haslam, Joel
Compagnino and Mark Ford-Learner,
are sitting on top of the ladder.
Coach Craig Haslam said: “we
are bringing back the glory days of
tennis with a good afternoon battle
followed by a BBQ on the deck — we
also have friends coming to join in
the post-match drinks.”
Coaches, current committee members and multiple shield and flag
winners Tristan Jackson, Michael
Ashfield and Alistair Tudor are constantly blooding the elite juniors of
the club by extending themselves in
this competition.
“What a great opportunity for the
kids to play with many of the coach-

By MICHELLE PARKER

FORGET Melbourne City versus
Melbourne Victor y in the Melbourne Derby — this was the Derby: Warrandyte style, the much-anticipated match up of U12 Warrandyte 02 versus Warrandyte 03 boys.
Upon arrival, it was surprising to
see a couple of parents warming
up for Warrandyte 02 — on closer
inspection, it was Jack and Tyler
who gave new meaning to the
words “growth spurt”.
The camaraderie between the two
teams was obvious as they posed
for the paparazzi.
Clash tops were dished out by the
omnipresent Jenny Leason and it
was game time.
The tap was a foregone conclusion, and then it was mate on mate,
smile on smile.
Warrandyte 02 settled well and

owned the first half after some
accurate shooting.
After halftime hydration and
heartfelt discussions, the smiles
continued and so did the intensity.
Warrandyte 03 got their passing
game going and it was game on.
Suddenly Aiden hits the deck
and the crowd hold their collective
breath.
Fortunately, today was not the
day for his third broken arm.
The game entered the last 40 seconds with Warrandyte 03 only two
points behind.
Now the timekeeper was sweating
as much as the players.
After end to end plays the score
remained and Warrandyte 02 win
by two points.
Great game boys.
Mateship was the biggest winner
of the day.

Community athletes clean up at championships
By ED MUNKS

ATHLETICS fans have had a sumptious run
over the summer season, with many opportunities to watch local stars compete at
various events.
Most recently, East Doncaster Athletics club
sent athletes out to three different championship events and achieved terrific results.
At the Eastern Metropolitan Region Championships, held at Knox, U10s compeititors
Isabella Parrott and Odette Rusciano-Barrow
both had strong days.
Isabella ran out in four events, with her best
finish a 5th place in the 400m, while Odette
won two bronze medals in the long jump and
the shotput.
In the U12s events, Matthew “The Fast”
Parrott snatched three bronze medals in the
100m, 200m and the long jump.
U14s runner Harriette Glover earned a
bronze in the 800m and then took gold
in the 1500m race, while team mate and
Warrandyte U14s football player Lachlan Parrott competed in four events with

fitness
By CHRIS SHARP

Which of these are you?
• You must to do cardio to get lean
• Cardio sucks – don’t do any
These two approaches dominate
the fitness industry, and divide the
community completely down the
middle.
Half the people out there are still
convinced that cardio is the be all
and end all in losing fat.
I’m not even just talking about
your average people in a typical
commercial gym either, who spend
hour upon hour on the elliptical and
treadmill.
I’m referring just as much to comp

a best 5th placing in the triple jump.
Marchella Rusciano-Barrow also had an excellent showing, grabbing a silver medal in the
300m hurdles and a hard earned gold medal
in the triple jump.
On the first day of the Doncaster Centre
Championships, Ben Munks, coached by “Big
Peter” Sharpe, broke two centre records in the
U16 Javelin and 1500m events.
Other notable results were provided by Alice
Glover, who was a bronze medalist in the U12
100m category, while team mate Olivia O’Connell earned silver in the 1500m.
The U14s also had a brilliant first day of
competition: Harriette Glover won gold in the
100m and 200m hurdles while Nick Sharpe sensationally won the U14 high jump and followed
it up with two silver medals in the discus and
200m hurdles meets.
Nick’s team, mate Tom O’Connell, got second
place in the 100m and a bronze medal in the
discus and Max Thompson — grandson of
North Warrandyte legend George Thompson
— won a silver medal in the 1500m.

Ashlyn Krakouer easily won the gold medal
in the discus and local Marchella Rusciano
-Barrow smashed the field to win the gold
medal in the U15s 200m hurdles final.
At the Athletics Victoria State Championships Harriette Glover continued her good
form, placing 12th overall in the 400m.
The diminutive Matthew Parrott won the U14
boys triple jump gold medal before placing
seventh in the 100m final with a time of 13.66
seconds.
Parrott would back this up with an 8th placing and a time of 1:07 in the 400m.
Older brother Lachlan finished 9th in the U15
triple jump with a leap of 9.29 metres, while
Eve Parry won a silver medal in the U14s 400m
and will go to the national championships.
In the U16s, Abbey Caldwell took home the
silver medal in the 1500m, recording a time of
4:36, and will also be running in the final of the
3000m in March.
17 year old Nicole Reynolds won the gold
medal in the U20 100m hurdles with a personal
best time of 13.92 seconds, and followed up

with a 4th place in the U20 100m sprint with
another PB of 12.31 seconds.
Prior to running this competition Nicole
also competed in the ACT Championships in
Canberra, running against Olympian Michelle
Jenneke in the open 100m hurdles, where she
placed 7th in a field of nine.

Marchella Rusciano-Barrow

Cardio for fat loss
prep coaches who have clients perform fasted cardio every morning
for 90 minutes.
Then you get others who despise
cardio.
For them, anything over eight reps
is considered an aerobic workout,
and they’ll drive around the parking
lot looking for the closest space to
the gym doors just to avoid burning
any extra calories.
So who’s right?
Ultimately, the answer to this
question comes down to personal
preference.
There’s certainly a lot to be said for
cardio burning calories and accelerating fat loss, but it needn’t — and
shouldn’t — be the primary focus in
anyone’s workout unless you’re an
endurance athlete.
Likewise, you’re possibly doing
yourself a disservice if you refuse
point blank to do any kind of aerobic work.
You can create a calorie deficit
through diet alone, but do you really
want to?
A few higher-intensity sessions and
a little LISS (low-intensity steady
state) each week can burn off 1,000
– 1,500 calories, which equates to
being able to eat an extra 150 to 200
calories per day.
People also forget the fitness and

general health benefits that cardio
brings.
So in summary, some cardio is
probably a good idea.

What cardio should
you do?
My preference is steady state cardio such as a long or mid-range run
but that’s because I have time during
the middle of the day and enjoy the
serenity of my surroundings.
However, I’m going to talk about
the benefits of HIIT (high-intensity
interval training) as the benefits
generally outweigh MISS and LISS
(moderate and low intensity steady
state) cardio.
The biggest driver in cardio for fat
loss is calorie burn, if you can burn,
say, 300 calories in 20 minutes of
HIIT why would you bother taking
twice as long to burn the same
amount with a low to medium intensity session?
There is some evidence that shows
HIIT to have slightly more of an
effect on metabolism and post-workout calorie burn, plus it tends to be
more muscle-sparing.
That’s why HIIT is always my first
port of call with my clients as well as
variety and time efficiency.

Give it a go
Here are some examples you could
employ the next time you are at the
gym:

Option 1
15 seconds maximum
45 seconds steady
Repeated 10 times
Option 2
20 seconds maximum
60 seconds steady
Repeated 8 times
Option 3
30 seconds maximum
90 seconds steady
Repeated 6 times
For all the above, I’d take five
minutes to warm up at a moderate
intensity, and another five minutes
at the end.
You can pick whatever cardio machine you like for these, but the main
thing to think about is how quickly
and easily you can change speed or
intensity, especially if you’re choosing the shorter intervals.
You can also try sprints or hill
sprints outside, but if you’re not
used to sprinting, or are overweight,

a low-impact machine may be a
better option, skipping rope is also
a good option.
Performing exercises as your
“interval” and then some moderate
activity for your “steady” period.
Such an example would be kettlebell
swings, burpees, dumbbell snatches
or thrusters, interspersed with a
brisk walk or steady jog is a fantastic
and variable way to go about it.
I would start out with one to two
(preferably HIIT) cardio sessions
per week in a fat loss phase, unless
you’re really against it.
If you do have a week where everything stays the same and you need
to shake things up a bit, try cutting
a few calories and adding one to two
extra intervals into each of your cardio workouts, or tacking on another
20 minutes of MISS/LISS.
The take out here is that cardio
is just one other variable you can
monitor to help you stay on track
towards your goals, get fitter, drop
body fat and get lean.
Just remember, whatever you
choose to incorporate into your
routine, make sure you enjoy it.
If you don’t, chances are you won’t
stick to it, and that means you’re
probably never going to get to where
you want to be.
Yours in good health
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Mountain bikers out on the trails

THE Warrandyte Mountain Bike
Club has had a very active, fun
summer.
Club members have been out and
about enjoying the sun and trails
both interstate and locally.
From Tathra in NSW, the You
Yangs near Lara, and down to
Derby in Tassie, there are trails for
everyone to enjoy.
Our club president has been
spending plenty of time in Anglesea lately enjoying the surf coast
— lucky him!
We are currently in the midst of
the MTB race season.
The Victorian MTB Series and
Championships finished up last
weekend and the National Series
and championships are to be completed in March.
We have had a number of club
members doing well throughout,
including Cazz Clarke coming second at champs and second for the
series.
Our very own Masters World
Champ and North Warrandyte local, Craig Peacock, has been giving
everyone a run for their money, including another local Brian John.
Mitchell and Courtney Snowball
have also been racing hard and
seeing big results in both State and
National races.
Wendy Snowball has also had
a great racing season achieving
podiums at both the National and
State series with more racing yet to
come for everyone.
The club is looking forward to

exciting developments once again
with the progress of approval for
our Tikalara tracks getting even
closer to being built.
Focus now will be to raise the
funds.
With the summer holidays out of
the way, it is time to get back into
routine.
Social rides have been put in the
calendar for Autumn.
Kids skills training is in full swing
and a focus on social riding for
them is also a priority.
Keep up to date with our FB page
and Club membership platform.
The ladies social ride, Thursday
mornings, based at Candlebark has
seen our members get their ride
on.
It is a constant that has been fun
and enjoyable.
As the ladies gain their confidence, we hope to venture further
afield to explore some of the MTB
trails that Melbourne has to offer
throughout the year.
Of course coffee is a non-negotiable and rounds out our rides.
There is also one club member, a
well-known Warrandyte resident,
who always enjoys that decadent
piece of chocolate cake with her
coffee—not telling who but I’m
sure she knows who she is!
Don’t forget our regular Sunday
morning club rides from the netball courts at 8.30am and Wednesday night club ride also from the
netball courts at 7pm.
See you there!

Innings over for
old scoreboard
Scotty helps to fund snowboard dream
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

By SANDI MILLER

AROUND fifty years of Warrandyte’s sporting history is in jeopardy as the Warrandyte Sports
Club upgrades its scoreboard.
The old scoreboard, which was
reportedly built in the 1960s, was
condemned several years ago and
the Warrandyte Sports Group has
received a $20,000 grant from
Bendigo Bank to install a new LED
scoreboard to replace it, which
is currently under construction.
President of the Warrandyte
Historical Society, Margaret Kelly,
is concerned the community has
not been consulted on the fate of
the old structure.
“It is the only item in the precinct that gives a sense of history,
the only visible link with the past,
and these facilities are disappearing across Australia,” she said.
Treasurer of the Warrandyte
Sporting Group John Chapman

says the sports club does not
have a say in retaining the old
scoreboard, as the structure is
owned by the Council.
The Historical Society has written to Manningham Council,
querying whether the structure
can be refurbished and moved to
the small oval, but they are yet to
receive a response.
News of the imminent demolition of the scoreboard has caused
an outcry on social media:
“Hopefully they can relocate
it to the small oval. Too many
things in Warrandyte just get
torn down,” said Robin Curry on
Facebook.
The new scoreboard is due
to be completed in time for the
beginning of the football season
and the old scoreboard will be
demolished shortly after unless
a plan can be made for its refurbishment and relocation.

THE Olympics, at its core, is an opportunity for nations, communities and competitors alike to support
aspiring athletes in their dream of competing at the
highest level.
With this in mind, the actions of local snowboarding
star Scotty James take on extra significance.
With the Special Olympics World Games in Austria
fast approaching, James is supporting fellow Australian snowboarder Craig Muhlbock (and his team)
through GoFundMe to help send them to the big dance.
Muhlbock first met James at the X Games Special
Olympics Unified Snowboarding Parallel Slalom in
Aspen, Colorado.
The two were paired up together to take on other
boarders from around the world, and hit it off immediately, finishing in third place.
In 2013, Muhlbock made Australian history as the
first snowboarder to represent the nation at the Special
Olympics World Winter Games, snagging three silver
medals in the process.
Now aged 32, Muhlbock is gearing up to go around
again, competing in the Super G and Giant slalom.
However, he will require the support of communities
and people like James to get there.
Almost 500 GoFundMe pages will be created by a
variety of athletes, internet stars, teams and coaches
to help Special Olympians reach the Games in just a
couple weeks time.
The partnership was established on February 20
of this year to provide needed assistance to athletes,
supporting them with expenses concerning travel,
equipment, lodging, training and coaching, often
valued around $3000 in total.
Since its inception in 2010, GoFundMe has become
the world’s biggest social fundraising platform, raising
over $3 billion dollars and receiving assistance from
over 25 million donors.
Indeed, the partnership seems a match made in
heaven, according to GoFundMe CEO, Rob Solomon.
“We are proud to partner with Special Olympics to
help support these remarkable athletes and their communities… GoFundMe’s mission is to empower people
to help people, and Special Olympics has been helping
to empower people with intellectual disabilities for
almost 50 years.
“It’s an honour to share the stories of these competitors who have overcome obstacles,” Solomon said.   
100 nations will send over 2700 competitors to the
Games in Austria to battle in nine different sports.
The Games take place from March 14 to 25, so there
is still plenty of time to donate or find out more about
the campaign at the links below.

To make a donation:
www.gofundme.com/specialolympics
www.gofundme.com/craigmuhlbock
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Family talent Poole runs deep
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

MOST families are proud to boast
just one child playing high-level
sport at a young age — other families, such as the Pooles, are lucky
enough to possess three — brothers
Brady (13), Darcy (16) and Jack (19)
have established themselves as
cornerstone members of Warrandyte’s cricket program, all playing
roles in the First and Second XI for
the Bloods.
The trio recently reached significant milestones within the local
cricketing landscape for different
reasons.
The brothers were first the talk of
the town when they were all named
to play together for the Second XI at
the beginning of the season, before
Brady made further waves when he
became the youngest player in club
history to run out for the Firsts aged
just 13.
“We started off the year in the Twos
— at the start of the season Dad said
there was a huge announcement
about it at the team selection — it
was a big surprise that Brady was
playing Twos because he played
Sixes last year, and it was a really
big deal that we played on the same
side because we play so much cricket here in the backyard. It’s really
great playing with each other,” said
Darcy Poole.
After all playing together for the
Second XI, Brady was eventually
named in the Firsts, an honor that
wasn’t lost on the young all-rounder.

“It was a big deal — I didn’t really
expect it to be honest — certainly at
the start of the season I didn’t expect
to; just to be playing with people
who have played at a good level of
cricket, a level I want to play at when
I’m older it’s a big deal to me.
“It’s different, there’s more persistent play.
“You play against some really good
players who have had good careers
in cricket and then come back down
to a local level — it’s not too huge
a jump from the Seconds, but it’s
noticeable,” Brady says.
One of the major benefits of playing
up the order for the boys has been
the opportunity to play and work
with club coach Jake Sherriff, which
both brothers consider a massive
benefit.
“When I first played with him that
was one of the biggest things, playing with someone who has played
district cricket; but even last year
when I was in the Sixes, which is the
lowest division, he was still coming
down and telling me how to improve
my game,” Brady said.
The family’s progression is made
more remarkable when you consider
just how young they are and how
much experience they lack.
Both Darcy and Brady have just
four years of cricket under their
belt, and even less senior cricket
exposure.
Despite this, both players are
logging strong individual and team
performances.

“I’m a batsman, I don’t really bowl
much, personally I made 87 earlier
this year just before Xmas,” Darcy
says.
“I’m more of a bowler, and sometimes bat, but not usually in the
seniors — I don’t have too many
standout games, I haven’t had the
standout performances like Darce
— I’ve probably had more success
keeping teams playing the way we
want them to play,” Brady says.
The journey the brothers have taken to becoming talented cricketers
began with Jack, who, as the eldest,
was able to influence his younger
siblings.
“We both started playing at the
same time because Jack forced us
to go down to training — it was after
Christmas a while back and we had
just started playing backyard cricket — he told us to come down see
what is like and we haven’t stopped
since,” Darcy says.
“Before we started playing cricket
we didn’t even think about it, we
thought it was boring. Dad would
be watching it and we thought ‘why
would you watch that’, but we started to get into it and now we can’t
stop,” Brady says.
Warrandyte Cricket Club are certainly glad that the brothers made
the decision to pick up the bat and
ball, and with youngest brother Oscar — aged 11 — still waiting in the
wings, the Pooles may soon have
another superstar wearing the baggy
whites at Warrandyte Reserve.

Warrandyte fight into finals
By RYAN HOIBERG

WARRANDYTE Cricket Club has
capped off an excellent regular
season on the field, sporting four
senior teams playing finals cricket
in March.
In addition to the strong showing
from the seniors, Warrandyte’s
junior program is also brimming
with talent, with the U16s and U14s
reaching junior play-offs.
Warrandyte’s Second, Third,
Fourth and Fifth XI will be playing
March cricket after an exciting final
round in which two of the teams
snuck a finals berth.
The Blood’s Second XI did it the
hard way, completing a rare outright
victory in the penultimate round
that gave them a sniff at the finals.
Facing Warranwood at Quambee
Reserve, Warrandyte put in a bowling display for the ages, rolling the
opposition for 139 with 16 overs to
spare.
Josh Aitken, Campbell Holland and
Ben Jackson dominated with the red

ball to pin the opposition back.
Holland took an attacking approach as captain to the ground,
declaring as soon as Warrandyte
passed the opposition total with
only three wickets down — making
the bulk of the runs himself along
with Tim Nilsson.
Lightning struck twice as Warrandyte remarkably rolled Warranwood
for a second time, with Tom Ellis running riot to take 6 /22, supported by
Aitken who snagged three. Warrandyte easily chased the required 40
runs down to complete the victory.
Fired up, the Second XI then completed the job in the final round
with a one-day victory against South
Croydon, knocking them out of the
final four.
Warrandyte chased down 186 at
home from 40 overs, with Ben Jackson taking a crucial three wickets
and Tyson Brent making a solid 48
not out.
Warrandyte’s Third XI steamed
into the finals, finishing third with
plenty of momentum. Warrandyte

faced top-of-the-ladder and local
rivals Eastfield to ensure they would
play in March.
To put it simply — Warrandyte
dominated — restricting Eastfield
to a miserly 139 from their 35 overs,
with Chris Rakuscek taking three
wickets.
Warrandyte quickly addressed the
run chase. With 35 overs to complete the task, the deed was done in
23, thanks to Tulloch Greve hitting
sixes all over the ground and opener
Cameron Day making 53.
Warrandyte’s Fourth XI have been
locked into finals since before
Christmas, but Dean Gidley’s team
have stamped an exclamation point
on their dominant season in the Neil
Tull Shield, finishing well clear on
top of the ladder.
Club favourites have put forward
a mix of excellent performances
leading into the finals, best highlighted with John Prangley taking
his 400th wicket against Chirnside,
followed by a fantastic opening
run partnership by brothers Danny

and James Weatherley. Warrandyte
capped off their final game thanks
to 78 runs from James, and shared
duties with the ball by Shaun Ison
and Josh Huntly.
Warrandyte’s Fifth XI also crept
into the finals in third place, winning
their final two “must win” games.
Daniel Wellesley and Dave Molyneux delivered with the bat in the
closing game against Wonga Park to
drag the team over the line, but the
side also owes thanks to young star
Harry Brown’s efforts with both the
bat and ball.
Riley Reardon has also continued
to impress with the red pill.
In the top flight, Warrandyte has
fought a tough but ultimately unsuccessful fight for a show in the finals.
Finishing the season with a glimpse
of the form that has kept the First XI
in conversation for the entire year,
Warrandyte finished with a win
against Bayswater Park.
Club coach Jake Sherriff returned
to form with the bat, posting a mammoth total of 222.

Report from the crease
First XI

Second XI

Third XI

Fourth XI

Fifth XI

Sixth XI

Round 5: Warrandyte 230
(Brown 59, Sherriff 51)
def by Lilydale 286 (Killey
3/37). Round 6: Warrandyte
338 (Dehmel 135, Gamble
101) def. Wantirna South
128 (Cleaves 5/46, Killey
3/32). Round 7: Warrandyte
123 (Mooney 23) def. by
Warranwood 216 (Cleaves
3/45). Round 8: Warrandyte
9/183 dec (Brown 47, Dehmel
39) def. by Bayswater Park
7/185 (Cleaves 4/58). Round
9: Warrandyte 123 (Brent
29) def. by North Ringwood
9/126 (White 5/33). Round 10:
Warrandyte 151 (Brown 58)
def. by South Croydon 6/178
(Killey 3/54). Round 11: Warrandyte 8/222 (Sherriff 74)
def. Bayswater Park 3/198.

Round 5: Warrandyte 9/303
Brent 64, Warren 49 def. by
St Andrews 7/311 (B Poole
2/60). Round 6: Warrandyte
213 (Warren 48, Holland 39)
def. South Warrandyte 184
(Warren 4/52, Ellis 2/25).
Round 7: Warrandyte 222 (S
Bowyer 38, Chapman 35) def.
Heathmont Baptist (Lockie
4/64, Ellis 3/32). Round 8:
Warrandyte 163 (Aitken 30)
def. by South Croydon 8/236
(Aitken 2/28). Round 9: Warrandyte 108 (Ellis 54) def. by
Croydon Ranges 155 (Ellis
5/23). Round 10: Warrandyte
3/144 (Nilsson 45*) and 0/40
def. Warranwood 139 (Holland 4/21) and 41 (Ellis 6/22)

Round 7: Warrandyte 102
(Goddard 70) def. by Croydon Ranges 9/104 (Lockie
5/43). Round 8: Warrandyte
105 (Goddard 31) def. by
Mooroolbark 8/176 (L McAlary 2/13, Smead 2/43). Round
9: Warrandyte 8/182 (Greve
49 n/o, Goddard 44) def. by
East Ringwood 1/185. Round
10: Warrandyte 3/69 (Goddard 43) def. Eastfield 66
(Smead 3/10, B Poole 2/12).
Round 11: Warrandyte 8/275
(Day 125, Goddard 66) def.
Montrose 7/156 (Rakuscek
3/11). Round 12: Warandyte
7/356 (Bowyer 108, Haworth
59) def. Mooroolbark 336 (B
Bowyer 4/58, Smead 3/92).
Round 13: Warrandyte 236
(S Bowyer 80, Greve 51) def.
Croydon Ranges 131 (Closs
4/27). Round 14: Warrandyte
2/141 (Greve 56*, Day 53) def.
Eastfield 7/139 (Rakuscek
3/31).

Round 7: Warrandyte 239
(Wellesley 91, Prangley 42)
def. Chirnside Park 238
(Burns 3/37, Prangley 2/68).
Round 8: Warrandyte BYE.
Round 9: Warrandyte 5/176
(Wellesley 41) def. Heathmont Baptist 7/132 (Beardall
2/7). Round 10: Warrandyte
BYE, Round 11: Warrandyte
5/133 (Wellesley 58) def.
Heathmont Baptist 80 (Warr
4/4). Round 12: Warrandyte
6/238 (C Jackson 73, Weatherley 53) def. Chirnside Park
9/231 (Prangley 3/43). Round
13: Warrandyte 5/186 (Weatherley 42) def Chirnside Park
181 (Warr 3/31). Round 14:
Warrandyte 4/152 (Weatherley 78) def. South Warrandyte
6/78 (Ison 2/7).

Round 7: Warrandyte 193
(Hanson 30) def. by Boronia
194 (H Brown 3/36, M Coutts
2/3). Round 8: Warrandyte
7/221 (Burns 103 n/o, Croft
45) def. St Andrews 9/200
(Warr 3/15, Bansal 2/22).
Round 9: Warrandyte drew
Heathmont Baptist. Round
10: Warrandyte 6/217 (El
Moussalli 51 n/o, C Jackson
44) def. by Wonga Park 7/222
(Warr 3/45). Round 11: Warrandyte 6/180 (McMellan
52 n/o, El Moussalli 50 n/o)
def. by Ainslie Park 8/187
(McMellan 4/21). Round 12:
Warrandyte 198 (El Moussalli 60) def. by Croydon
North 6/206 (Brown 2/32).
Round 13: Warrandyte 5/153
(Brown 46) def. Boronia 148
(Reardon 4/28). Round 14:
Warrandyte 6/184 (Wellesley
50*, Molyneux 49) def. Wonga
Park 6/178 (Croft 2/10).

Round 7: Warrandyte 143
(Rees 44, Grocott 35) def. by
Wantirna 6/172 (Haberfield
3/38). Round 8: Warrandyte
246 (Grocott 88, T Jackson
46) def. by Chirnside Park
9/381 (Rees 2/26), Round 9:
Warrandyte drew Heathmont
Baptist. Round 10: Warrandyte 8/156 (B Thomas 52 n/o)
tied Heathmont Baptist 8/156
(D Closs 3/27). Round 11:
Warrandyte 3/193 (Warren
52 n/o, B Thomas 50 n/o)
tied Heathmont Baptist 6/193
(Stubbs 2/15). Round 12:
Warrandyte 245 (B Thomas
63) def. by North Ringwood
313 (Closs 3/42). Round 13:
Warrandyte 286 (Grocott 48)
def. by Wantirna 301 (Ward
4/40). Round 14: Warrandyte
8/194 (Spence 51*) def. by
Wantirna (Rees 2/30).

Mic
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Fifth XI leads the way
By FRANS BROUWER

DESPITE handing the opposition
teams a four-game start, the Hawks
father/son Fifth XI achieved a finals
berth, continuing to serve as a shining light in an otherwise luckless
season.
In the two most recent two-day
matches (Rounds 12 and 13), the
fathers led the way with the bat, with
102n.o. by Kevin George, 105n.o. by
current President Matt Fasan, and
117 by past president Scott Brasher.
On the other hand, the sons are
doing most of the work with the
ball — Will Fasan took 5/10 in Round
11, and Lucas Bridger captured 5/14
in Round 12 and 3/19 in Round 13
respectively.
The Fourth XI was also able to
sneak into the finals in somewhat
unconventional fashion.
A bye in Round 12 was followed
by a loss with a makeshift team in
Round 13 — a 92 by Dale Owen and
3/40 by son Jolen wasn’t enough to
trouble Heathmont Baptist.
A loss to top-placed Warrandyte
ended the home and away season,
but 5th placed Lilydale also lost their
match, allowing the Hawks to sneak
into 4th place and finals.

The “worst D Grade team I have
ever seen” — according to a text by
one of its players — was put to the
sword in Round 12, as only Lachlan McMahon with 27 and Declan
Mulqueen on 16n.o. offered any
resistance.
In the following match, the Hawks
were 113 all out and Ainslie Park was
0/19 at stumps.
The criticism must have stung, because the following week the bowlers fired up and dismissed Ainslie for
93, with outstanding efforts by Jake
Sammartino 4/13, Nikoda Brooking
3/18 and Nick Mariniello 2/22.
It seems unfair that this team will
be relegated despite winning three
matches.
A bad loss followed by a bye
preceded the last round for the
Second XI.
From 5/23, the team struggled
to 7/73 before an unbroken 44-run
partnership from Tim Livingstone
(51) and Captain Troy Donis (22)
provided some sort of target.
Steady accurate bowling, especially from Andrew Dilley and Nick
Mariniello who both took 1/13 off 8
overs — forced Heathmont Baptist
to grind out the runs — it took them
34 overs.

An encouraging First XI performance occurred in a loss against
5th-placed East Ringwood in Round
Nine.
James Fasan (53) and Matt Mullan
(42) were handy with the bat while
Andrew Dilley 2/8, Lucas Williams
2/39 and David Mock 2/45 did damage with the pill.
The best performance of the First
XI season was the next round against
undefeated Wonga Park.
Wonga Park was reduced to 6/35
before fighting back to 150 all out
after 49.1 overs.
Josh Exley (3/38) and Alex Cattanach (6/48) were the bowlers who
applied the pressure and the Hawks
ended the first day on 2/63 after
coming to the crease.
The batsmen reached 2/102 on the
second day before losing two quick
wickets, and were still on target at
5/137.
An all-too-common collapse then
followed and the Hawks were all out
for 149 — just one run away from a
tie and two from winning.
Exley opened, and was the seventh
batsman out for 62 with the score
at 140.
In the last match for the season,
the bowlers did their usual tidy job

in restricting fourth-placed Mooroolbark to 5/127.
Wicketkeeper/opener James Fasan
scored rapidly to help his team to
2/76 off 18 overs.
His departure for 56 with the score
at 76 triggered a crash to 6/79, before
the team limped to 106 all out.
With one round to play, at least
three of the seven junior teams will
play finals, with another two possible finalists.
The U14-3s sit second with seven
wins under their belt, while the
U14-4s sit first on percentage with
six victories.
The U12-5s are also placed in
second with six wins to their name,
while the U12-6s have a chance
to overtake rivals in Croydon and
snatch 4th place.
Meanwhile, the U12-1s also sit 4th,
while the U12-3s and U16-2s sit second-last and 7th respectively.
The two Hawks O40s teams, both
in the same grade, played each other
in the final home and away match
February 19.
A large number of old and young
spectators braved the showers and
were thoroughly entertained.
Two life members were asked to
umpire — Kees Bolt and Alan Duffus

— who did a standup job.
Batting first, the Hawks No.1 team
reached 4/83, but collapsed to 99 all
out off 30.1 overs.
Marty Smith made 22, Cam Hubbard chipped in 18, while Barry
Williams (3/19), Allsopp (2/11) took
the wickets.
In reply, the Hawks No.2 side
strolled to 1/58 before four wickets
fell for only six runs.
Another collapse from 6/82 to
8/88 gave hope to the “Ones”, but
Williams and Peter Goetz steadied
the ship (8/100 off 30 overs).
Tim Rule 3/10, Tony Hubbard 2/12
and Ritchie Cutler 2/15 were best of
the bowlers.
Trivia Night on Saturday February
25 had over 100 participants — a
vast improvement on last year and
a credit to the hard work of a team
led by Veronica Williams, son Lucas
and husband Barry.
Senior Presentation Night will be
held on Friday March 31 at the Colman Reserve club rooms.

Warrandyte Cricket Club pretty in pink for cancer
By JANIE LAWSON

WARRANDYTE Cricket Club (WCC) recently hosted its
inaugural Ladies Day High Tea in conjunction with the
McGrath Foundation and Pink Stumps Day.
The day began bright and early with a fantastic U16s
cricket match.
Pink caps and pink stumps were proudly on display
in support of the McGrath Foundation with the First XI
team following up by adding a touch of pink to their
game in the afternoon.
Meanwhile inside the cricket clubroom, over 75
women from Warrandyte and beyond descended upon
a beautifully transformed clubroom where complimentary champagne greeted all guests upon arrival.
Once seated, everyone was treated to a delecta-

ble high tea thoughtfully delivered and presented by
Smart Brown Catering and Mother Duck Cakes.
Mia Hamilton entertained all with her stunning
voice, it was a pleasure to listen to such a talented young woman.
Thank you to all the wonderful sponsors who donated prizes and gifts, which ensured that many of
the guests finished the day with a raffle or door prize
in hand.
A special mention also needs to go to Geoff and Jay
from Lions and John Chapman from WCC, their donation of time enabled everyone to have a great day.
The event raised nearly $1000 for the McGrath
Foundation and contributed to the funding of the new
WCC cricket nets.

healthbarmelbourne

Specialty food & coffee

Sewer Connections • Gas Fitting
Hot Water Services • Complete Bathrooms
Mini Excavator Hire • Drainage
Roofing (all aspects) • Maintenance
Micky’s Fitness
______________________

Servicing the Warrandyte community
for over 45 years
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Female footballers set to excite
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

SEASON 2017 has been a milestone
achievement for women’s football
nationwide.
AFLW has been an undoubted
success, attracting new fans and
showcasing the enormous talent our
female players have to offer.
With strides being made at the
elite level, it is time for local clubs
to follow suit and Warrandyte will
be no exception.
Warrandyte Junior Football Club
president Sarah Drew has been extremely happy with the interest local
girls have shown in playing footy,
and is looking forward to fielding
multiple teams.
“My goal when we decided we
were going to get girls teams up
and running would be to offer one,
maybe two — so to get potentially
four teams is a lot better than expected — everyone’s pumped about
it,” Drew said.
The club is looking to field teams
in the U10s, U12s, U14s and U16s
divisions.
Approximately 60 girls have registered interest, with the U14 team
holding the greatest share of numbers, with around 18 in that group.
Coaches are also well on the way
to being decided and fans will recognize some Warrandyte favorites
at the helm.
“We’ve got coaches now mostly appointed: Clint Wheatley is coaching
the U10s, Dale Vittritti the U12s and
Fiona Cooper is going through the interview process for the U14s; I could
potentially be coaching the U16s,
but that’s dependent on numbers.
One of the big things that we
want to do is encourage the mums
and sisters to get involved at that

level — not just doing the standard
mummy roles of team manager — we
want to get them into coaching and
training,” Drew said.
The girls have already been training and developing skills under the
watchful eye of Eugene Hansen, the
club’s youth girls’ ambassador.
“We had a day last year where we
were trying to gauge interest and
what age groups we would be looking to offer teams. [Eugene] ran that
day and it was a massive success.
“He had one session before Christmas where all the girls turned up
together and most of the girls had
not played any footy at all; Eugene’s
been taking them through basic kicking, handballing, positions, tackling
and that sort of thing — he’s done
eight sessions with the over the
summer,” Drew said.
The high level of interest only
confirms the natural progression
that football is taking nationwide,
and the opportunity to get girls on
the ground appeals to many people
in the community.
“We want to grow with the sport
and want any girl to be able to play
footy if they want to play footy, to
give them the same opportunities
that the boys have had.
Dale Vittritti is a Warrandyte life
member, he played over 300 games
with seniors, and his daughters are
playing; some of the girls have footy
in their blood, you don’t want to put
pressure on them but they are coming from good footy backgrounds
— Wheats kids are the same, and
it’s great for them to get to see their
kids playing,” Drew said.
The club will be hosting practice
matches over festival weekend, with
more details to come in the coming
weeks.

Bloods back on the training track
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

FOOTY fans rejoice, for action at
Warrandyte Reserve will return
within weeks.
The 2017 season brings with it substantial potential for the Bloods both
on and off the field, with an influx
of new players and new initiatives.
After a somewhat turbulent 2016
campaign, in which injury and lack
of numbers restricted Warrandytes
progress, president Peter Hookey
believes that this season, stability
will be achieved.
“Training has been really well represented and well attended, we’ve
got some new players playing and
though we’ve lost a couple of old
heads through retirement... the
senior coaching staff has remained
stable and that’s another really good
thing,” Hookey said.
Senior players Tim Hookey, Jack
Wright, Ash Froud, Hamish Hosking
and Ross Ansaldi will be retiring or
moving to other clubs after some
stellar performances, while the
club’s trio of Airport West players
will head back to the Essendon District Football League.
The departing players will be replaced by a host of familiar and fresh
faces with the emphasis on youth, a
key recruiting strategy according to
head of football operations, Steve
Rowarth.
“ We ’ v e p i c k e d u p H a m i s h
McWhirter, along with Kyle Sultana
and Ryan Tester, boys who have
played here before; we grabbed
Chris Mitchell from up north in
Queensland, he played in a granny
up there and got best on ground;
[we] also got Tommy Warhurst from
Park Orchards—we’ve gone for
youth because we can’t go after the
marquee players.
“We have a one to two year dream
and we want to invest in youth,”
Rowarth said.
As well as introducing new players,
the Bloods are also welcoming a
host of new sponsors.
Madisons Lawyers and Fletchers
Real Estate will be jumping on

board in 2017, forming partnerships
that the club consider an excellent
bonus.
Additionally, the club will also be
running a host of events at each
home game in order to engage with
the Warrandyte community and acknowledge important club sponsors,
past players and other contributors.
“Every single home game will be
a themed game, our first game in
Warrandyte will be Round Two and
we will call it “Community Day”.
“We want to involve the community more and we want to involve our
tackers — we want to make it an
event — every home game now will
have a cause,” Hookey said.
“Community Day” will take place
on April 22 and will coincide with
the opening of the Warrandyte Bank
Community gym, supplied by the
Bendigo Bank.
The gym will give players access
to equipment and opportunity that
the community’s football landscape
has been sorely missing.
The changes and influx of new
facilities places the Bloods in prime
position to improve upon last season, in all areas of the football club.
“It’s starting to get a good buzz
around the place... it takes all the
kids a while, I mean who wants to
play practice footy at 35 degrees...
but it’s feeling really good. I’ve
drawn the line between off and on
field... Steve is the football director,
and I’m not involved with the players in that way anymore, we are in
a much better position both off and
on field than last year, and we want
to knock on the door of the finals,”
Hookey said.
Developing a group of players
to challenge for finals is never an
easy task and many clubs attract
footballers from other areas through
financial incentive.
However, Hookey remains adamant that he wants the Bloods to
remain a team of Warrandyte footy
players.
“Without being silly, Warrandyte
hasn’t got the big business that

Templestowe do, or the money
that Doncaster or Ringwood have
—- they come with dollars and we
don’t have that here — we rely on
local business to support us.
“But we aren’t interested in getting
the big guns on the big dollars, from
the start my policy was that I want
to develop Warrandyte boys, if we
can develop them and make them
into better persons and footballers
I’ve done my job.
“We will have a very young team
and if this group can stay together
the colts coming up next year will
really bolster our ranks, so if we
can perform well and knock on the
door of the finals we will be really
pleased,” Hookey said.
The club will play a host of practice matches, starting with a game
against the Waverley Blues.
The club launch on March 30 will
decide the leadership group ahead
of the season.

Young Bloods on bootcamp

The junior Bloods officially launched their 2017 season today at Clifford Park Scout Centre, where boys
and girls from U8s to Colts completed a team challenge navigating an obstacle course. Close to 200 people
attended the day and WJFC is looking at fielding 10 boys and four girls teams this season.
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Warrandyte runs again

Photo: Bill Hudson-Mcauley

By JAMES POYNER

SATURDAY Market means the first
weekend of the month is always a
busy time for Warrandyte, but last
Sunday Warrandyte was a-buzz with
runners of all shapes, sizes and ages
as the Sports Club hosted the annual
Run Warrandyte fun run.
A slightly overcast morning made
for perfect running conditions, the
run organising committee were
excited to report their best participant numbers ever with over 600
registered runners.
The run attracted many regular
runners, including the Wooten
family who had the whole family at
the event.
Even the footy players were involved in the action.
“It’s a community event so we get
the footy players involved in participation, one club one community,”
said Pete Muskat, a member of the
Warrandyte Football club.
The weather and the general
condition of the participants was
particularly good this year with

super-speedy times set in the four
endurance distances.
The 15K winner, Brynton Ashton,
set a time of 1:02:21 which given
the hilly nature of the course is
impressive.
But the day was more about families having fun through exercise,
as young Henry Bate (pictured left)
demonstrated when he took on the
2.2K run with his family.
Henry managed to run the course
— with the help of his dad — in 23
minutes.
This year, as well as the marshals
and the CFA, runners out on course
were entertained with live music
on the corner of Pound Bend Road;
volunteer marshal Ben Treyford
expressed his delight in having the
addition of a live band on course.
“They were awesome, we clapped
after each song and even the less
serious runners had a bit of a dance
as they came through,” he said.
Run Warrandyte also featured “The
Gift” for its second year.
The 100m handicapped heats were,

once again, a great success and
have established themselves as an
integral part of the Run Warrandyte
experience.
The calculated handicapping by
Gift organiser, Peter Sharpe, saw
competitors run their hearts out in
a thrilling grand final.
Commentator Craig Davidson took
a few minutes to speak to the Diary
and reflect on the event.
“As far as coming down here at
6am on a Sunday morning, I cannot
think of any other place to be, it’s
sensational.
“My fellow commentator Tim, who
has commentated on a number of
these events, he was astounded with
the times in which the runners were
coming through — especially in the
10 and 15K events.”
Our Diary photographers were out
and about on the day taking some
awesome snaps of the running action, check out our Run Warrandyte
page on the Diar y website for a
selection of pictures from the event.
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